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ABSTRACT
William Faulkner uses door, gate, and window
images to an extraordinary degree in his writing.

Little

note has been taken of them by critics, but close reading
of Faulkner reveals that they contribute to structure,
style, and meaning in many of his works, and are
especial l y effective in Absalom, Absalom!.
The apertures function as both accesses and
barriers, a dual role lending them ambivalence, ambiguity,
or paradox.

These qualities complement Faulkner's

literary style as well as the multiple points of view
employed in the novel: this technique allows only brief
glimpses of actual fact and character, while insinuating
much, and withholding more.

Their ambiguity also makes

the images relevant to the author's basic theme of "the
hi....'1lan heart in conflict with itself," and to such major
themes in Absalom, Absalom! as the denial of the "Central
I-AJ.'1," the influence of the past on the present, and the
t heme of "communal blood."

All of these themes involve

ideas of both barrier and access, which doors, gates, and
windows appropriately symbolize.
In addition to complementing style, technique, and
theme in Absalom, Absalom!, aperture images, particularly
door s, c an symbolize a person, group, or way of life: and

Faulkner ' s c harac ters can r evea l personal i t y traits and
state s of mi nd through the actions involving them.

The

imag es also prov i de focal poin t s for the development of
plot ; these often contribute simultaneously to setting
or effect.
An intriguing aspect of a close study of the
images involves the emergence of typical patterns in
Faulkner's use of them.

Certain incidents relating to one

or more of the images are repeated, with variations, by
sev eral characters in Absalom, Absalom!, or time after
t ime by a single character.

Some of these meaningful and

consistent incidents form parallels within the novel,
giving unity to its structure; others parallel actions
within the wider context of the Faulkner mythology.
Reasonable assumptions afford possible
explanations for Faulkner's generally wide use of aperture
imagery; and an analysis of the text shows how--and how
eff e ctively--he uses these images in Absalom, Absalom!.
Faulkner's full exploitation of aperture imagery in
Absalom, Absalom! helps to heighten interest and drama,
t o un ify the novel, and to demonstrate the author's command
of patterned detail within an overall design.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Images of doors, gates, and windows appear in
William Faulkner's writing frequently and with
significance; he makes wide and effective use of them in
the Yoknapatawpha series, the early novels representing
some of his best work.

Beginning with Sartoris (1929),

the first of the series, they serve as versatile tools in
the construction of his fictive county.

He widens their

application as he enlarges on his Southern scene in the
novels that follow: The Sound and the Fury (1929), As I
Lay Dying (1930), Sanctuary (1931), and Light in August
(1932); and ~e fully exploits their potential in Absalom,
Absalom! (1936)

as devices which complement the style and

subject matter of the novel and unify its structure.
Absalom, Absalom! represents Faulkner's most
extensive use of aperture imagery, with doors in particular
given sufficient significance to make them integral to the
work.

In a simplistic sense, the novel tells the story of

the door at Sutpen's Hundred; the chronicle of the door's
origins, useful years, and eventual destruction both
parallels and symbolizes those of Thomas Sutpen, the
Southern planters who were his models, and the South itself.
However, Absalom, Absalom! is not a simple story, but a
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complex nove l wi t h universal applications, and in it
Fau l kner employs apertures with subtle ski l l, not on ly t o
s ymbol iz e a person, group, or way of life, but variously
t hro ug hout the novel--in plot, theme, setting, effect,
and characterization--where they function to draw the
meaning together, often through consistent and interrelated
patterns of use.
The paradoxical nature of these apertures--they
function as both access and barrier--is consistent with
the paradox observable at many levels within Faulkner's
work, to some critics, even within the man himself.

This

ambiguous quality also gives the images added symbolic and
connotative potential, which increases their value to the
author as a literary tool.
Ambiguity also makes these images very appropriate
to Faulkner's style and technique in this novel.

In

their ambivalent roles as both access and barrier, they
have elements in common with the limited revelations of
character and action he permits the reader.

The gradual

accretion of factual information gleaned from the long
sentences, and from the stories told out of chronological
order and by four different narrators, is gained with
difficulty and from a distance, as if seen briefly through
a window, or heard from behind a door.
The structure of the novel achieves unity through
the r epetition of parallel or contrasting images involving
d oors, gates, and windows.

For example, the opening
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paragra phs o f all chapters but one feature aperture
imag ery which alternates between the doors and windows of
Rosa 's house and Quentin's window at Harvard.
At the level of plot, aperture images function as
f ocal points for the successive stages of Thomas Sutpen's
"design" for his life, beginning at the white front door
of the Virginia planter and ending with his death outside
the door to Wash's cabin.

Afterwards, they continue to

serve as a framework for the remainder of the narrative
action.

Some of these images also contribute to setting

or effect: the cold Massachusetts air which comes into
Quentin's Harvard window calls up vivid memories of a
contrasting setting--a hot and dusty night in
Mississippi; and in an image series fostering an effect
of terror, the child Rosa hovers just outside the door of
her sister's room.
The foremost theme of Absalom, Absalom!, a
prevailing one in much of Faulkner's work, involves the
hunger to be minimally recognized.

The nature of the

"Central I-AM" encompasses both the desire for
communication or access between human beings and the
barriers which prevent this access.

Faulkner plays on

the functional ambiguity of apertures in presenting both
aspects of the theme.

In addition, the close ties of his

Sou t hern characters to their traditions, environment, and
f amilies conflict with the ever-present barriers of caste,
color, and too-close kinship, setting up tensions which
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make hi s e nv e l oping theme of "the human heart i n confli c t
wi t h itsel f " inevitable.

The paradoxical nature of

a perture imagery aptly expresses the paradox inherent in
such circumstances, just as it does for such themes as the
influence · of the past on the present and "communal blood,"
a phrase often used in Absalom, Absalom!, which emphasizes
the strength of family ties.
Patterns in the use of aperture imagery emerge in
Absalom, Absalom! through repetition of significant
interactions of characters with doors, gates, and windows.
Although relevant at other levels of the novel, the
primary purpose of these images is to characterize the
people involved.

Faulkner's characters demonstrate their

convictions, their emotions, and the changes they are
undergoing by their typical and consistent actions with or
reactions to apertures.

Faulkner attaches no unique or

startling significance to these actions, attributing to
them only the ordinary meanings they hold for any writer
or any reader; but the frequency of their occurrence and
t he maintained consistency of significance make them
notable.
Faulkner employs four principal character-action
patterns i n the Yoknapatawpha series.

The first consists

of the retreat behind a door or window for a temporary or
permanent haven from the world; typical of Rosa Coldfield,
among others, it indicates weakness of some sort.

An

ex traord inary use of apertures makes up a second pattern,
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mo st commonly involving the substitution of a window for
a door , but also including other unusual actions such as
the locking in of oneself or another, as Mr. Coldfield
do es.

This pattern indicates high emotion, desperation,

or a character's difference from the norm: the family,
the group, or society in general.

A third pattern typifies

Thomas Sutpen and consists of the taking of a stand before
a gate or door.

It signifies courage, self-assurance,

bravado and pride.
Faulkner probably attaches most importance in
Absalom, Absalom! to the aperture image pattern consisting
of the approach toward a door or gate, with subsequent
acceptance or rejection.

The approach typically includes

variations on a rhetorically dramatic four- or five-part
series involving some or all of the following: gates,
drive, walkway, steps, porch, and door.

More than any

other pattern the approach interrelates plot, theme, and
character and helps to unify the novel's structure through
its varied recurrence.

The taking of a stand and the

approach are usage patterns not noticeable in earlier works,
apparently originating with Absalorn, Absalom! and
peculiarly appropriate to it as expressions of pride and
paradox.
Faulkner typically uses the aperture as a frame or
backdrop; with it he makes striking dramatic accents of
certain incidents.

The device appears in Absalom, Absalorn!

and heightens the interest and drama of the novel.

The
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co ncept of the fo rb i dden door a l so heightens t he my stery ,
tempta t io n, and fascination of the taboo and lures several
of the novel's characters.
All aperture images rely for meaning on the
inherent roles of access and barrier, but a widely
accepted range of connotation and implication is equally
important to their literary usefulness.

To these Faulkner

gives his own stamp, from Sartoris onward.

Close reading

reveals that aperture images help to express a Southern
point of view while retaining universal connotations.

It

also reveals the differing significance he typically
attributes to each aperture.
To Faulkner, windows seem to imply personal,
rather than public values, and qualities traditionally
throught of as feminine.

At once concealing and revealing,

they connote luxury, beauty, the senses, the imagination,
and the emotions; they infer dreamy, reflective thought
rather than action.
Doors have somewhat masculine characteristics and
connotations.

More centrally placed in a house or

building than windows and more solid, they function as its
single most important aperture, intended primarily for
purposeful use rather
reflection.

than for ornamentation and

The door publicly projects the character of

its owner for society's judgment.

It comprises his main

avenue o f communication with the world, while at the same
time representing his right to the inviolable privacy
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behind i t.
As extenuations of doors, gates carry door-functions
to extremes.

They call up vaguely threatening connotations

of confinement, exclusion, and challenge, and represent
the extent and power of authority.

A man's gate is the

highly visible evidence of the mark he has made on the
world.
In addition to concepts of function and connotation
noted above, apertures symbolize man's pride: pride of
possession, of position, and of power.

Such symbols have

particular appropriateness to Absalom, Absalom! because
the subject of pride lies always so near the surface of
the novel.

Driven by pride, Thomas Sutpen achieves heroic

stature; many of his interactions with apertures reinforce
this image.

Other characters demonstrate pride by involving

apertures in a variety of arbitrary ways.
In his most subtle use of aperture images,
Faulkner merely implies them.

Forms of verbs meaning to

watch, to enter or exit, and to seclude or exclude appear
frequently in Absalorn, Absalom! and closely associate
characters with apertures, in the mind of the reader,
though the author does not name them.

Along with the four

character-action patterns discussed earlier, these verbs
define characters chiefly as spectators, participants,
recluses or prisoners, by describing character-interaction
with implied apertures.
This paper proposes to examine the scope and
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variety of Fau l kner 's use of aperture i magery in Absa lom,
Abs alom !.

It also cites earlier works to point out

Faulkn er's typical uses of doors, gates, and windows, and
notes the heavy concentration of their usage in this novel.
It suggests a combination of given conditions which make
them v iable images for his purposes, and analyzes the
meaning of certain patterns of repeated actions involving
apertures.

It concludes that these images are peculiarly

appropriate to Absalom, Absalom!, and that Faulkner's full
exploitation of them at many levels of the work heightens
interest and drama, unifies the novel, and demonstrates
the author's command of patterned detail within an overall
design.
Chapter II, "Background," refers to occurrences of
door, gate~ and window images in earlier works and proposes
some reasons for Faulkner's liberal use of them.

Both

Chapter III, "Thomas Sutpen and His Design," emphasizing
plot, and Chapter IV, "Rosa and Others," emphasizing
characterization, elaborate on the variety of Faulkner's
other uses of aperture imagery, including the patterns
of image usage noted in this chapter.
a summary of conclusions.

Chapter V contains

Chapter II
BACKGROUND
Several conditions combine to make doors, gates,
and windows useful images for Faulkner.

Certain aspects

of the Southern life he writes about lend themselves
quite naturally to the use of aperture imagery.

One of

these aspects is the close relationship of the people with
the land and the outdoors.

Faulkner says, " [ The South's]

the only really authentic region in the United States,
because a deep indestructible bond still exists between
man and his environrnent. 111
It certainly exists in Yoknapatawpha County and
the people he created.

In The Sound and the Fury, Quentin

Compson's bond with the environment is strong; it is so
natural for him to be outdoors that he spends the last
full day of his life wandering through the Massachusetts
countryside, and as he does so he notes the differences
between the delicacy of spring in Massachusetts and its
lushness in Mississippi.

He thinks,

111 Interview with Loic Bouvard (1952) ," Bulletin

de l'association arnicale universitaire France-Arnerique
(Januar y 1954), trans., Henry Dan Piper, r~t. in Modern
Fi c t ion Studies, 5 (Winter 1959-60), rpt. in James B.
Meriwether and Michael Millgate, eds., Lion in the Garden:
Interv iews with William Faulkner, 1926-1962 (New York:
Ra ndom Hou se, 1968), p. 72.
9
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Only our country was not like this country.
There was something about just walking
through it. A kind of still and violent
fecundity that satisfied ever [sic] breadhunge~ like. Flowing around you, not
b~ood~ng and nursing every niggard stone.
Like it were put to makeshift for enough
green to go a~ound among the trees and even
the blue of distance not that rich chimaera. 2
Southerners, especially of Faulkner's time, live
more intimately with their environment--the land and the
weather--than do other Americans, simply because it is
pleasant outdoors in the South over a longer season, often
more pleasant than indoors.

Consequently their doors

and windows play a more important part in daily life, in
the role of access to the outdoors.
The economy of Faulkner's area--both the actual
and the fictive--largely depends on the environment, and
strengthens the Southerner's bond with it.

Many of the

people work the land, and people from every stratum of
Yoknapatawpha County know about crops and their cycles.
Rich soil and high humidity · combine to promote not only
crop growth but the proliferation of trees, vines, and
flowers, whose fragrance and blossoms figure importantly
in many Faulkner works.

In his writing Faulkner emphasizes

the fecundity of the land and the softness and warmth of
the climate, often linking them with human sexuality, as
in Quentin's musings about spring.

York:

Hardly anyone remains

2william Faulkner, The Sound and the Fury (New
Modern Library, 1946), p. 132.
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immu ne to the sensual influences coming in from outside.
In As I Lay Dying, Darl Bundren luxuriates in the feel of
so f t night air on his naked skin, as the summer breeze
f lows through the open windows. 3
The open windows in all the houses of Yoknapatawpha
County allow for free passage of moonlight, soft air, the
song of mockingbirds, and the aroma of honeysuckle and
wistaria: all the windows except Miss Rosa Coldfield's,
whose sexuality is admittedly stunted and whose doors and
windows have almost always stayed closed, as Faulkner makes
clear in the opening paragraphs of Absalom, Absalom!. 4
In general, Yoknapatawpha people are small-town or
country people who live in easy familiarity with their
environment.

Their livelihood, their emotions, and the

tempo of their lives are tied to the cycles of land and
climate, and their open doors and windows provide access
to their surroundings as their daily life moves naturally
between indoors and out, and from life to death.
Faulkner's own strong sense of place, of roots and
of belonging, reflects itself in a number of ways and
influences his use of aperture images.

He demonstrates

this sense of place in his own life by choosing to live most
of it where he was -oorn, and he endows the majority of

3william Faulkner, As I Lay Dying (New York:
Modern Library, 1946), p. 344.
4william Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! (New York:
The Modern Library, 1951), pp. 7-8.
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h i s c haracters with the same expecta t ion.

Anse Bundren

expres s e s thi s at ti tude i n t ypically exaggerated f ashion
in As I La y Dying.

He tells Addie that

t he Lord put roads for travelling: why He
l aid them down flat on the earth. When He
aims for something to be always a-moving,
He makes it long ways, like a road or a horse
or a wagon, but when He aims for something
t? stay put, He makes it up-and-down ways,
like a tree or a man. (page 362)
Those people who own property tend to "stay put"
in the rural South, and in Yoknapatawpha County as well;
those who do not, move about only within a small area.
Everybody belongs somewhere, and the transient is suspect,
l i ke Joe Christmas of Light in August, who has never
belonged anywhere, who moves in and out of many doors and
on occasion peers wistfully through windows from outside,
but who has no door of his own.
For men without doors such as Joe Christmas,
Popeye, the French architect, even Sutpen before his
fortunes turn, the hat substitutes for the door as a
symbol of pride or self-worth.

As long as a man owns a

hat which he can set upon his own head at the angle he
chooses, he indicates that he has control over his
existence and can cope with the world, come what may.
A feeling for "the family" is strong in the South,
and a family's pride in home and land accounts in part
f or the southerner's bond with the environment.

The

owning o f land and the right to control land as one sees
fit rema i ns today as part of Southern t radition.

Perhaps
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a family 's pr ide i n home and land is greater in the
South-- a nd the bond more indestructible--because in many
c ases an ancestor "had fought for four honorable years
f or soil and tradition," as Faulkner writes that Sutpen
had done (page 19).

Also, the land has often passed down

from generation to generation complete with main house and
other buildings.

These buildings are tangible links

between past and present, and their doors and windows
constitute actual and symbolic access or barrier between
living family members.

In The Sound and the Fury, for

instance, the children observe important family events
such as funerals and weddings through the windows.
In Faulkner's rural South the home is the hub of
family life.

The homes are widely separated, and the

property's gates point up this insularity.

The people

care greatly about living their lives in their own way;
behind their own gates they make their own rules.

Their

gates symbolize the boundaries of their authority.
Faulkner's grasp of physical detail demonstrates
his sense of place.

Caroline Gordon and Allen Tate

comment on this skill:
Faulkner's details are right . . . he is
a passionate and meticulous observer ...
a southern tenant farmer . . . could find
no flaw in his knowledge of country ways.
This kind of mastery comes as the
~e~uit of a lifelong devotion to a
particular scene. The writer has to
contemplate the objects or persons
described over a period of years . . .
before he can unerringly select the
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det ai l which will convey their essence. 5
To ttconvey their essencett he frequently turns to
apertures, especially doors.

His own small-town and

rural background in Mississippi apparently imbued him
with a sense of the significance of the close relationship
between a community of people and their buildings, a
family and their home, a man and his door.

Where a man

lives, and what and where he springs from are almost
inordinately important to Faulkner in defining and
delineating character; in Yoknapatawpha County a man's
neighbors judge him by his door.
The type of door on a house--its grandeur or lack
of it, its state of repair, its customary condition of
being open, closed, or locked--make comments to the world
at large about the nature of its owner or the head of the
house.

Faulkner himself must have felt there was a very

close relationship indeed between a man and his door, and
his mind turned naturally to the door as a symbol for a
person's face or his essence: what Faulkner terms his
"Central I-AM."

In Light in August, fearless do-gooder

Joanna Burden's door (before Joe Christmas comes into her
6
life) is "open to all at all times"; and in the later

5caroline Gordon and Allen Tate, "Commentary on
'Spotted Horses'," The House of Fiction, 2nd ed. (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1960), P· 332.
6William Faulkner, Light in August (New York:
The Modern Library, 1959), P· 200.
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book, In truder in the Dust (1948), the front of Lucas
Beaucharnp 's house, we presume the door, too, is "gray and
weathered, and not so much paintless as intractable to
7
Both o f th ese comments tell a great deal about
Pal· nt."
the person living behind the door, but the actual comments
are about the doors, not the people.
In addition to their importance in a Southern way
of life, a second possible source of influence on Faulkner's
frequent use of aperture images rises from an inherent
interest in architecture; and regardless of other
significance, apertures are undeniably architectural
features.

With affectionate attention he details for the

reader the houses, barns, churches, offices, jails, and
town squares of Yoknapatawpha County, and in Sanctuary and
Absalorn, Absalorn! he describes similar sections of
Memphis (Miss Reba's) and of New Orleans (the Octaroon's)
primarily in terms of their doors, gates, and windows.
His interest lies partly in architecture as art, design,
and construction, but also in architecture as it relates
to characters and situations in his narratives, such as
the baffled innocence of the Snopes boys when confronted
by the fancy door at Miss Reba's, and of Henry's "Puritan"
reactions to the exotic and mysterious iron gate Bon leads
· through.
him

The language used in the descriptions of

?William Faulkner, Intruder in the Dust (New York:
Random House, 1948), P· 9.
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doors, gates , and windows could almost have been written
to de scribe the women and the way of life going on behind
them ; it also helps to characterize both Henry and Bon.
Faulkner's interest in architecture as art,
design, and construction per se also reflects in his
work.

He displays a proclivity toward design in his prose

at many levels, in patterns ranging from simple word
repetition to the construction of a complete mythology in
which shared characters and settings link several novels
and stories.

Taken as a whole, the four-person narration

of Absalom, Absalom! is schematic and balanced, and
incidents occur throughout the book, as in others, which
parallel and repeat each other according to the author's
overall plan, not his whim.

In addition, the protagonist

actually lives by a design, which in turn influences the
design of the plot.
Another architectural feature, the house, is
important in many Faulkner works, and can be seen as an
obvious symbol in Absalom, Absalom! of the South and its
. ·
t 1.on.
·
d 1.sintegra

But 1.·mages of doors, gates, and windows

are more subtle symbols of the same phenomenon and,
therefore, more appropriate to Faulkner's oblique and
suggestive style.

They can also represent, as houses

·
of race and class underlying the
cannot, the barriers
South's collapse.
aulkner reveal the ambivalence
Two statements by F
present in his own feeling about the South, an
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ambivalence proposed here as a third possible source of
infl~ence on his wide use of apertures, which are the
embodiment of ambivalence.
South and hate it."

Faulkner says, "I love the

He emphasizes the ambiguity which he

sees i n all human nature when he comments that in his
writing, "I was doing the best I could to show man's soul
in conflict with his evil nature or his environment." 8
Along with pride, such ambivalence (or ambiguity, or
paradox) is the underlying subject of Absalom, Absalom!.
The paradox present in Faulkner's own make-up may be
responsible for his sensitivity to it in given situations,
and for its prevalence in his work.

He reveals a quality

of division in himself when he says to Jean Stein,
I seem to react violently to personal
questions. If the questions are about
the work, I try to answer them. When
they are about me, I may answer or I
may not, but even if I do, if the same
question is asked tomorrow, the answer
may be different. 9
These statements indicate a natural desire for privacy,
but also a willingness to deal with a problem in a way
·
bl e of bringing themselves to do:
many people are incapa

8"Interviews in Japan (1955) ," in Faulkner ~t
N
d Robert A. Jelliffe (Tokyo, 1956)' rpt: in_
agano, e • .
.
1 Mill ate, eds., Lion 1.n
James B. Meriwethe~ andw1~~h:111iam ~aulkner, 1926-1962
the Garden: Interviews
4 101
(New York: Random House, 1968 )' pp. 9 '
·
9,, . •
aulkner· An Interview," Paris Review,
William F _ Fred~rick J Hoffman and Olga W.
Spring, 1956, rpt. 7n
lk er· Three Decades of Criticism
V.ic k ery, e d s., William
.
. . FauSt nte University
Press, 1960) , P•
(East Lan sing: Michigan
a
67.
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a type of double-dealing, or at least double-speaking,
cl osely related to the ambiguity, ambivalence, paradox
and oxymoron which some critics say characterize his
styl e.
Among the critics who have commented about division
or paradox in Faulkner's manner of writing or in his
temperament is Walter J. Slatoff.

He suggests that the

self-contradiction in Faulkner's quoted remarks and written
Forewords indicates "that his literary use of ambiguity
may be a matter of temperament as well as of conscious
artistic intent" and goes on to suggest that "the
relationship between his art and temperament is a far
more inunediate, direct, and pervasive one than is true for
most novelists. 1110
The foregoing comments, written during Faulkner's
lifetime, are echoed in part in some very recent criticism.
Malcolm Cowley, a long-time Faulkner friend and advisor,
has written recently that Faulkner's works, which date
from 1924 to 1962, comprise what is "truly an
autobiography . . . not in their contents, which may or
may not embody episodes from his life, but in their style,
d .. 11
their structure, their changing moos.

l0"The Edge of order: The Pattern of Faulkner's
Rhetoric" Twentieth Century Literature, O~tokber, 1 5 7,
'
. k J Hoffman and Olga W. Vic ery, es.,
rpt. in Frederic
· .
d
f Criticism (East Lansing:
William Faulkner" Thre~ Deca es 0 1960 ) pp. 184, 198.
Michigan State University Pres s ,
'
llR . w of William Fau lk ner: His Life and Work,
evie
.
VII February 22, 1981, p. 9.
by David Minter, New York Time s ,
'

!
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Fa u l kner has referred to himself as "an
ob s curantist," and Conrad Aiken bears him out, as he
c omme n ts on the correlation of style to form in Faulkner:
The~e queer sentences . . . parallel in a
curious and perhaps inevitable way .
t~e whole elaborate method of deliberately
with~eld meaning, of progressive and
partial and delayed disclosure, which so
often gives characteristic shape to the
novels themselves. It is a persistent
offering of obstacles, a calculated system
of screens and obtrusions, of confusions
and ambiguous interpolations and
delays. . . .12
In their double role of access and barrier, doors,
gates, and windows seem particularly appropriate images
for representing Faulkner's "calculated system," and
"ambiguous interpolations."
The aperture combination of access and barrier
roles also symbolize what Faulkner has to say about the
paradox inherent in the structure of the South, which
helped to weaken it from the inside.
Absalom, Absalom!

He has Rosa say in

(about Sutpen),

Oh he was brave. I have never gainsaid
th~t. But that our cause, our very life and
future hopes and past pride, s~ould hav 7
been thrown into the balan~e with men like
that to buttress it--men with valor and .
strength but without pity or honor. Is it
any wonder that Heaven saw fit to let us
lose? (page 20)

12"William Faulkner: The Novel as Form," The
mber 1939 rpt. in Robert Penn
At lantic Monthly, Nov~ A C~llection of critical Essays,
Warre~, ed., Faulkn~r.
(
lewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Twe nt i eth Century Views Eng
Pr e n t ic e Hall, 1 966), P· 48.
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Finally , t h ese actual apertures
which may be
opened or c l osed are fitting symbols of the old
universal taboos.

The fascinating and forbidden doors of

incest, fratricide, miscegnation, homosexuality and
s uicide are popular topics in Faulkner; he touches on all
of them in Absalom, Absalom!.
The tracing of Faulkner's use of aperture imagery
prior to Absalom, Absalom! cannot be undertaken here;
some representative instances must suffice.

As far back

in his writing career as Sartoris, the first book of
the Yoknapatawpha series, he settles on a general pattern
which later becomes typical through continued use.

The

following incident--the first of this kind--contains a
truly remarkable amount of aperture imagery description.
Old Bayard comes home from the bank and
approaches his house: "Simon swung between the iron gates
and into a curving drive . "

He goes inside, and "with

the entrance behind him . . . folding doors on his right
. opposite him checkered sunlight fell in a long
slant across the door."

Elnora "came in the back door."

h e goes Ups tairs and stops in the hall
They talk, ten
h
as he did downstairs. There, "the western windows were
closed . "

At the opposite end stands "a door framed by

narrow wi ndows of leaded panes of vari-colored glass
. . . hi s mother's deathbed legacy to him, which her
younge s t s is ter had brought

from Carolina in a straw- f illed
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hamper in ' 69 . 11 13
Eig ht -and-a-half pages later, Faulkner completes
the s t or y of the wild "anchovy incident" by returning to
Old Ba yard in the hall via this paragraph, with its heavy
use of open- and closed-door images:
But the door was closed now, and what light
passed through the colored panes was richly
solemn. To Bayard's left was his grandson's
room, the room in which his grandson's wife
and her child had died last October. He
stood beside this door for a moment 1 then he
opened it quietly. The blinds were closed
and the room had that breathless tranquillity
of unoccupation, and he closed the door and
tramped on with that heavy-footed obliviousness
of the deaf and entered his own bedroom and
crashed the door behind him, as was his way
of shutting a door.
(page 32)
Faulkner uses doors and windows in these passages
frequently enough for them to be labeled a motif.

In the

first they serve most appropriately as an introduction to
his anchovy story, and connect Aunt Jenny with it.

The

glass-framed door not only represents Bayard's heritage,
it is his heritage, and it has been placed, symbolically,
above his front door, where it looks out over the
countryside, including the Sartoris land, drive, and gates
alread y mentioned in the story.
The second passage tells what "now" is like, after
the "then" of the anchovy story.

The reader assumes that

Bayard reflects briefly on the state of affairs in his

13Wi l liam Faulkner, Sartoris (New York:
Brace, Jovanov i ch, 1929), PP· 23- 24 ·

Harcourt,
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family as he stands outside his grandson's door.

He looks

in at the unoccupied room behi' nd 1·t--no living greatgrandchild--and "closed," not "crashed" that door; in
re verence? or regret?

Then he "tramped" on and "crashed"

his own door--a gruff old man who is thinking of the past
and coping with the present in his own way, and who is
not without feeling.

Doors, gates, and windows form a

structural frame for the story, a literary balance; and
they accent the theme of the effect of the past on the
present.

They also contribute to the characterization of

Bayard, as wel 1.
Another kind of frame, an actual one, appears often
as a dramatic accent, one of Faulkner's favorite
aperture-devices.

It consists ordinarily of an aperture

as a frame or backdrop for one or more characters and
usually entails no action, speaking, or revelation of
thought.

The dramatic effect comes from the brevity of

the image and from its vivid concentration within an
outline.

In Light in August, Gail Hightower's thoughts as

he prepares for his daily vision express the visual fillip
the frame gives to a scene:

"Now the final copper light

of afternoon fades; now the street beyond the low maples
and the low signboard is prepared and empty, framed by
the study window like a stage" (page 4 08) •
An

example of Faulkner's use of the dramatic

accent pattern of aperture images comes from Sanctuary.
It features the jail window:

"Nightly the Negro murderer
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leaned th ere, hi s f ace checkered by the shadow of the
g rating in t he r estless interstices of leaves, singing i n
chorus wi t h those along the fence below." 14

He repeats

the imag e regu l arly throughout the book; it contributes
to t he build-up of tension in the story.
In "A Rose for Emily," the narrator creates a
picture of Emily and her father, making no attempt to
read their thoughts or to interpret the significance of
their respective postures, but simply reporting them in a
picture so vivid it might have been flashed on a screen:
We had long thought of them as a tableau;
Miss Emily a slender figure in white in
the background, her father a spraddled
silhouette in the foreground, his back to
her and clutching a horsewhip, the two of 15
them framed by the back-flung front door.
The picture remains in the reader's mind, in part because
it is framed by an aperture.
Faulkner uses the device of the dramatic accent
for an insightful glimpse of character to great effec~
in Sartoris.

Young Bayard, guilt-ridden and alienated

from the post-war world he has come home to, searches for
the stability (now missing) of his earlier life.

He

t 0 hunt, and his last
1
rides out to the Mccallum Pace
hopes seem reflected in the wistfully optimistic attitude

Random
14William Faulkner, Sanctuary (New York:
Hou se, 1958 ) , p. 122.
15
"A Rose for Emily ," These
William Faulknerh
Cape and Harrison Smith,
Thirteen (New York: Jonat an
193 1 ) , p . 172 .
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generated by his f ir st sight of the house:
Att l dast b a pale an d windless
.
plume of smoke
~r~~ ta ove the trees ahead, and he emerged
th h he wood~ and in the rambling wall of
. e _ ou~e a window glowed with ruddy
inv itation across the twilight . . . . A
d~or opened on jolly leaping flames; a
fi gure stood squatly in it. (page 249)
About twenty pages later, the reader senses
Bayar d 's resig n ation to not fitting in anywhere, when he
takes his last look at the house and the two brothers
standing in the doorway:
Pe~ry moved on, and he looked back. They
still stood there, quiet and grave and
steadfast . . . . He looked back again.
The h?use sprawled its rambling length in
the wintry afternoon, its smoke like a
balanced plume on the windless sky. The
door was empty, and he shook Perry into
his easy, tireless fox trot. (page 271)
Bayard moves on toward the death he seeks; and Faulkner's
sense of design links these two dramatic accents with
the repeated image of the windless plume of smoke, in
addition to the door and window images which point up
Bayard's attitudes.
In order to demonstrate the versatility of
aper t ure imagery in Faulkner's hands, an example follows
from each of the earlier books (except Sartoris, in which
it does not occur) of the extraordinary use pattern--the
most interesting or imaginative group.

Desperation

and/ or desire most often characterize the pattern.

It

which drives caddy'~ daughter, Quentin,
....
ked room through the window, cl i mb
t o e scape from her loc

;

... 5 de spe r ation
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down the gutte r and enter Ja

,
•
sons window, rob him, and

e s cape aga i n thr ough the window to join her carnival-lover
be low, i n The Sound and the Fury.
In Light in August, Lucas Burch also uses a window
f or a door when he finally deserts Lena.

Faulkner sums

up t he desperation which motivates most of his characters
to take this action in the following scene between Lena
and Lucas:
She watched him as he looked at the window
in the rear wall. Then he looked back
at the closed door behind him. Then he
looked at her.
. 'I got enemies
here . . . . So I am going to' . . . he
went on tiptoe to the window and opened
it without a sound . . . . Then he was
gone, through the window, without a sound,
in a single motion almost like a long
snake • . • he began to run. (page 379)
In another instance from Light in August, the
extraordinary use pattern indicates the extremely high
emotional level characterizing the relationship between
Joe Christmas and Joanna Burden, at least on her part.
She instructs him to enter her room by climbing in the
window at night.

The window used as door accents

Joanna's sexual journey into nymphomania; apparently the
action heightens the desire of the middle-aged spinster
(page 227).
In Sanctuary, Temple Drake's inner conflict
between her desire for sexual experience and the desire
to preserv e the appearance o f innocence reveals itself
in her po i n t less running in and out of doors at the
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Frenc hman's place, instead of making a serious effort
to escape; and later, at Miss Reba's, she chooses not to
l ock her door but merely to shut it.
Often Faulkner's characters are wounded, warped
or otherwise abnormal from birth; others become so with
the passing of time.

Faulkner sometimes signals the

reader through auspicious use of apertures in the
extraordinary use pattern.

As I Lay Dying opens with a

memorable example in which Darland Jewel--the bastard,
therefore different, and (in Faulkner) expected to behave
in extraordinary ways--approach the cotton-house:
When we reach it I turn and follow the path
which circles the house. Jewel, fifteen
feet behind me, looking straight ahead,
steps in a single stride through the window.
Still staring straight ahead . • . [he]
steps in a single stride through the opposite
window • • • . In single file and five feet
apart and Jewel now in front, we go on up
the path.
(page 339)
In Sanctuary, Horace Benbow's crippling lack of
courage and his incestuous feelings toward his sister
increase with the passing of time.

He shows this in

the gradual closing-up of all the doors in his house,
until he is living in just half of one room.

From there

. to be persuaded to return
it is only a short step for h im
This retreating action
to Narcissa's for the night.
f his betrayal of Ruby's faith in
signals the beginning O
t Jenny he rationalizes aloud
him. To hi s sister a nd Aun
as follows:
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'What ? No. No. I'll--I told her I'd
c ome f or her at the jail and . . . . '
He sucked at his pipe.
'Well, I don't
suppose it matters. I hope it doesn't .
. . . I could even tell her I had a
puncture . . . I think I'll stay."
(page 177)
Although he is the intellectual opposite of Lucas Burch
of Light in August, he betrays another person in the same
base way, both of them reacting to events by means of an
extraordinary use of apertures, a device Faulkner
continues to use effectively in Absalom, Absalom!.

Chapter III
THOMAS SUTPEN AND HIS DESIGN
In simple terms, man's role in society is
created through the cooperation of self-love (the egoistic
drives that motivate us)

and social love (our dependence

on others, our inborn benevolence).

Faulkner's

Absalom, Absalom! concerns itself with man in society,
limited though that society may be.

It is about human

relationships, alienation, and the obstacles to
understanding and communication between people.

The

novel's plot tells the story of one man's ambitions and
failings and their effect on himself and others, in part
by using a series of incidents based on doors, gates,
and windows.

More than half of these plot-images follow

a pattern of image usage identified in these pages as
the approach, which is deeply involved with how people
relate to each other--man's humanity or inhumanity to man.
At some point, nearly every youth takes a look
at how the world goes.

His experiences in his

particular set of circumstances (usually including
parental guidance) prompt him to endorse a certain way
of life; he will support certain practices and ideals and
reject others.

Some persons are mistaken in the

c onc l usions they reach because
28

their prior experience
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may have been atypical or otherwise limiting.

The

majority of people are flexible enough to change, but
becau se of th e st rength of the egoistic drive, some are
unable or unwilling to admit their mistake in judgment
or to change; and they warp or ruin their lives and
often the lives of others in a single-minded attempt to
validate their aims.
Such was the case with Thomas Sutpen and, to a
lesser extent, with Rosa Coldfield, two strong-willed
but different characters, whose differences Faulkner
accentuates through the use of aperture imagery.

Both

are motherless from babyhood, and perhaps both are, in
Rosa's words, "doomed to contemplate all human behavior
through the complex and needless follies of adults"
(page 21).

Miserable at home, each tries to fit himself

and real events into preconceived, false notions of
life, better lives than the ones they have known but
only a surface representation of life--an image of life.
For Sutpen it is the easeful one of the Southern planter;
for Rosa, a romanticized world of loving family and
brave confederate soldiers.

Sutpen achieves the outward

show and material possessions he is determined to have,
but he has no understanding of human compassion, our
inborn benevolence.

Rosa's constant "astonishment" and

"outrage"--the two words Fau lk ner us

es most frequently in

.
.
f om a continual series of
portraying her--arise r
to her encounters
di si ll usioning and unexpected outcome 5
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with others; her dependenc

h
eon ot ers is too great.

After st ruggling th roughout life to follow their
chosen cour ses, one of the

t
s atements they make about
themselve s is the one told b Y th eir
· front doors--Sutpen's

grand a nd fading, Rosa's permanently closed.
door, symbolic of its

O wner,

The front

·
is
at the same time its

owner's chief aperture for communication with the world
and with others, and is at the core of the approach, the
predominant usage pattern in the book.

The approach

consists of a series of preliminary actions culminating
in acceptance or rejection of people~ people at a
doorway.
Part of the desired climax of the approach is
the crossing of a threshold, a highly symbolic and
significant event in this book.

The right to step freely

and with assurance across the threshold representing a
group or a person is the goal of the one making the
approach; denial of this right can be a traumatic
exper ience, often constituting the denial of the "Central
I-AM," the preeminent theme in Absalom, Absalom!.

The

necessity for human communication and recognition and
for making approac h es to Othe rs in spite of barriers-barriers self-imposed or inherent in the Southern system-plays a large part int h e boo k •

Rosa expresses this

need in the following words:
living is one constant an~ perpetual
.
h
the arras-veil before
instant
wen
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what - i s-to-be hangs docile and even
gl ad to th e lightest naked thrust if
w~ had dared, were brave enough (not
wi se enough: no wisdom needed here) to
make the rending gash.
(pages 142-43)
These words summarize the spirit of the approach; like
the arras-veil, doors, gates, and windows hang closed and
are barriers to communication; but they can be made to
open to a knock, "the lightest naked thrust."
Recognition, the final part of the climax of the
approach, comes with touching; and touching destroys all
barriers, according to Rosa:
Because there is something in the touch
of flesh with flesh which abrogates,
cuts sharp and straight across the devious
intricate channels of decorous ordering
. touch and touch of that which is
the citadel of the central I-AM's private
own • • . let flesh touch with flesh,
and watch the fall of all the eggshell
shibboleth of caste and color too.
(page 139)
Thomas Sutpen finds touching a difficult thing to do
throughout his life.
In the series of approaches making up a large
share of the plot, great suspense is created through
Faulkner's style and method; something always seems about
to happen.

In the long, involved sentences and the

·on (it takes Faulkner's narrators a long
delaying of act1
't), the build-up of tension is
time to tell about 1
The details of the approach
terrific, is all, almost .
. d to use another of Faulkner's
and the entering are myria'
. 1 of the resultant action
favorite words, whi- 1 e the detai s
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ar e (1 ) almo s t nil , as when Bon comes to
Sutpen's Hundred
nd
a
Su tpen says and does nothing at all; (2) omitted
entirely : Fa ulkner ignores Ellen's and Sutpen's wedding
cer emony i t self, but describes the entrance and exit
t hrough the church door in dramatic detail; or (3)
ant i-climactic, as when Rosa bursts in on Judith and
Clytie the day Bon is shot.

It is the degree of

commi trnent expressed in the allowing in or the keeping out,
the permitted or forbidden intimacy of the relationship
with the people the door symbolizes that is important to
plot, theme, and characterization in Absalom, Absalom!.
In the development of plot, the rising action can
be f ollowed through images taken in chronological order
in Thomas Sutpen's grand design, from its inception to
its apparently successful peak when his children are young
adults.

The appearance of Bon at the door initiates the

falling action, which corresponds to the disintegration
of the design, the family, and, coincidentally, the South.
One notices that Faulkner varies the usage patterns of
the images, but that each one furthers the plot by acting
as a focal point for the development of successive stages
in t he sutpen design; also, that the incidents are made
c omplete and satisfying by Faulkner's balancing of
t hem--bounding, matching or separating them with other
aper ture images--in a pattern of repetition which
as a melody satisfies by
sat i sfies t he reader, much
. .
f r-note phrase, for instance,
c omi ng back t o a f am i liar ou
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or as a build ing , by its repeated angles of roof-line;
and, finally , that most of the incidents add to the
characterization of Sutpen along with contributing to the
plot.
The plot begins with a series of images of utmost
relevance.

They tell of Sutpen's experience as a

motherless and wretchedly poor half-grown boy of thirteen
or so, when he watches and admires a wealthy planter
taking his ease in a hammock with his shoes off while a
Negro slave does nothing but fan him and refill his glass.
In the midst of this description of luxurious idleness,
Faulkner inserts the following lines:
He would lie there all afternoon while the
sisters would come from time to time to
the door of the cabin two miles away and
scream at him for wood or water, watching
that man who not only had shoes in the
summertime, too, but didn't even have to
wear them.
(page 228)
Throughout the relating of this episode, which
comprises ten pages, Faulkner balances images of
• li'fe versus the planter's-contrasting extremes--the boys
i n a series of images appearing as parallels or
antitheses.

When the boy's father sends him to the big

house with a message, th e boy is eager and excited, and
makes a high-hearted approach to the door:
.
.
the gate and following the
turning in at
till more niggers
drive up ~ast where ~l day but plant
with nothing. t~ do !ss were working, and
flowers and ~rim i~e portico, the front
so to the house,
the was going
door , thinking how at 1as
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to see t he i nside of .
it.
(page 229)
In s t ead, he receives
a rebuff at the door, and
run s blindly and instinctively to hi's
"own place" in the
woods, seeking sanctuary and privacy in the pattern of
the retreat behind:
He
. went into the woods . . . h'is f eet
Jus~ went there--a place where a game
trail entered a cane-brake and an oak
t~ee had fallen across it and made a
ki~d of cave where he kept an iron
griddle ~hat he would cook small game
on ~ometJ.mes . . . He sat with his back
against the uptorn roots, and thought.
(page 23 3)
Here, Faulkner demonstrates a skillful subtlety
of design; none of the words "door," "gate," or "window"
appears, but when compared with the preceding approach
image (which appears four pages earlier): woods= gate,
game trail= drive, canebrake= portico, oak tree= front
door, cave= house, and the inside of the planter's front
door= the boy's safest spot, the uptorn roots he could
put his back against; a very satisfying pattern to the
reader, whether or not he is actually aware of it as such.
Instinct prompts the boy in this "backing up,"
a prevention against attack from the rear which is later
a typical reaction of the man Sutpen in times of danger;
but only in the weakness of boyhood and age does he follow
the pattern of retreat behind as he does here.
In his "own place 11 i· n the woods the demoralized
boy l ooks for answers, and the planter's world of caste,
trasts poorly with the democratic
co l or, and inequality Con

mountain- background whi' hf
c
arms th e moral standard for
the boy' s outlook as shown in th
e two aperture-related
pa ssag es which follow.
The boy reflects on his
experience:
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And now he stood th
door with th
ere_before that white
and lookin ~ moneky ~igger barring it
g own at him . . . and he
never even remembered
.
nigger told h •
· · · how it was the
t o say what heim,c evenf before he had time
that f
t d
ame_ or, never to come to
ron
oor again but to go around
to the back.
(pages 231-232)
He then reflects on his own heritage:
He had been told to go around to the
back door even before he could state his
errand, who had sprung from a people
whose ~ouses didn't have back doors but
only_windows a~d anyone entering or
leaving by a window would be either
hiding or escaping, neither of which he
was doing.
(page 233)
Here Sutpen voices the spirit of the extraordinary use
pattern.
The final part of the major image episode consists
of three minor ones in succession, with apertures not
named but inferred by the verbs meaning "looking at,"
"approaching," "entering," and "exiting" which Faulkner
employs frequently in telling this story and which have
close associations in the reader's mind with doors,
windows, and gates.

These three incidents indicate that

Sutpen is a participant; typically he acts, rather than
reacts.

The images further the plot by firming up

Sutpen's design as well as his character.
In the first, "he came

out of the woods and
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appr oached i t [ hi s home] and
pa rtly r ott en log walls, the
s hi ngl e s they d id

looked at it--the rough
sagging roof whose missing

not replace. · · •" (page 236)

Then he

goes i nto the house and lies on his pallet-bed, reliving
t he door incident.

H
e conceives his design:

I went up to that door for that nigger to
tel~ me never to come to that front door
again ~nd . : . there ain't any good or
harm ei~her in the living world that I can
do to him . . . So to combat them you have
g~t to have what they have . . . land and
niggers and a fine house . . . . (page 238)
Then, aged thirteen, he leaves to begin it:
He left that night. He waked before day
a~d_departed just like he went to bed: by
rising from the pallet and tiptoeing out
of the house. He never saw any of his
family again.
(page 238)
Barred from the planter's impressive white door,
the boy and all he stands for have been rejected, rather
than accepted; his "Central I-AM" has been denied.

This

makes the incident crucial to the plot and molds the boy's
character, not for better, but for worse; for in his
lifetime, Thomas Sutpen in turn denies the "Central I-AM"
of all those who try to love him.
The second step of Sutpen's design also involves
aperture imagery.
nearly d ies.

It occurs in Haiti, where Sutpen

Later he relates the story to Quentin's

s randfather; he begins by t alking about crouching behind
.th his employer, the sugar-planter,
a wind ow in the dark Wi
and his d aughter, and f i' ring through the window at
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rebelliou s na tiv e workers who h

ave burned the cane crop.

Qu entin te l ls Shreve about
the seve~ or eight nights while they
h~ddled in th e dark and watched from the
windows the
.
. barns or gra naries
or
whatever 7t is you harvest sugar into,
an~ the fields too, blazing and smoking: he
said how you could smell it you could
smell nothing else, the rank sweet rich
smell as if the hatred and the implacability,
the thousand secret dark years which had
created the hatred had intensified the
smell of the sugar. (page 249)
This emotional, highly sensory image involves the open
window which brings in the sights and smells from outside
and mentions the girl he later marries, following
typically Faulknerian window-significance.

Along with

furthering plot, the image contributes toward effect in
the atmosphere of terror it helps to sustain, and toward
setting, in its framing of the Haitian scene, with the
history of native exploitation implied in it.
In the second part of the incident, Sutpen
demonstrates his bravery, and Faulkner uses the door as
focal point in emphasizing this quality.

Here, the role

of the door as barrier is made explicit through the use
of the words "bar " and

II

unbar," J. ust as, ear lier, with

II
·
"the monkey nigger barring
i·t •

Quentin continues:

On the eighth night the water gave out
and something had to be done sod he put
kt down and went out an
the muse
he ·ust had someone
subdued them • · d· thenJ bar it
• b e h.ind
unbar the door ant · nto the darkness
him, and walked ou i
253)
and subdued them.
(page
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The incid ent exemplifies
of Sutpen , the taking of
remarkable courage.

h

t e image pattern most typical
a stand, and proves his truly

His willingness to face the odds and

meet any opposition characterizes him, again, as a
participant, rather than a spectator or recluse and
contributes to the view of him as a hero.
Quentin goes on to surmise that Sutpen lived
through the torture he received because he was able to
stand so much that the natives became fearful of him and
ran, recognizing in him "an indomitable spirit" (page 254)
greater than theirs.

The images in the novel are not

arranged chronologically, and the reader learns many
harsh things about Sutpen before Faulkner reveals these
poignant or sympathetic views of him.

The author

deliberately erects barriers before finally presenting
these long-delayed glimpses of Sutpen's admirable traits,
in order to hold the reader's conclusions about Sutpen
in suspension, to keep the reader's "human heart in
conflict with itself."

In this way, the patterned use

of apertures--even the na ture of the apertures--relates
style to theme and story and typifies Faulkner's grasp
of design.
Sutpen's appearance in Jefferson follows the Haiti
The town has
incident chronologically in his design.
had a look at his exotic caravan

on its way to Sutpen's

eturns later and takes a room at
Hundred; and when he r

the Hol ston Hou se
townspeop l e.

,

he a
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rouses the curiosity of the

Ag ain he backs up to something and takes a

s t and :
So they would cat h h'
in the loun
c
irn, run him to earth,
. 1
ge between the supper table and
h is
ocked door
h
move
d
· · · w ereupon he would
~ra ually and steadily until his back
came11n contact with something--a post or
a;~. --and then stand there and tell them
no ing whatever as pleasantly and
courteously as a hotel clerk. (page 34)
Wi nd ow-images define the next stage of the design
and illustrate the qualities
them.

Faulkner attributes to

Sutpen's "fine house" is built during the next two

years, "save for the windowglass and the ironware which
they could not make by hand" (page 38).

Following its

completion, the house "whose threshold no woman had so
much as seen," stands for three years "without any
feminized softness of window-pane or door or mattress"
(page 39).

During this period Sutpen pits his Negroes

against each other in bloody battles for strictly
masculine entertainment.

Faulkner contrasts the "feminine"

elements of beauty and ornamentation which windows imply
with the extreme of traditional masculinity in Sutpen's
way of life, as "he lived [alone] in the Spartan shell
of the largest edifice in the county" (page 39) •
Apertures contribute toward showing that Sutpen has now
t aken several steps closer to his boyhood goal of having
" l a nd and niggers and a fine house."
Af ter the arrival

0

f fl.·ne imported furnishings

for his hou se c omes the next
re s pectabi l ity and progeny.
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1
Panned
step: a wife, for
st
u pen comes to Jefferson

and is met by a suspicious "committee" who follow him to
the Holston House.
Faulkner's diversity in aperture image
characterization shows up at this point.

This one

emphasizes Sutpen's growing pride, and his changing
status:
Sutpen was talking to them over his shoulder
and those eyes . . . maybe contemptuous
even then. He pulled up at the door . . .
and mounted the steps, and I heard how he
turned there and looked at them again where
they huddled on their horses, . . . and
he saluted them with that florid, swaggering
gesture to the hat. Then he went on into
the house and commanded a chamber. (page 46)
This incident also makes a fine dramatic accent.

The

door of the Holston House--symbolic as a center of
commerce, Jefferson style--figures here also as a frame
for the tableau of the man and his gestures.

These two

uses of the door combine to dramatize Sutpen's changing
status.

He is now a force to be dealt with; he knows

it and so does the town.
The same men follow him as he leaves the Holston
House, and two variations on the approach pattern of
aperture imagery make up t h e incident which ensures.
constitutes one of the few ll.ght moments in the novel,
while it adds to the plot.

Mr. Compson tells Quentin,

' d not even look back. He
They say he di
t with the new hat
just walked on, e~=~i~s and children
cocked . • • a nd
.
to the doors and
and women slaves coming

It

wi ndows of the h
watch a s t hey we~~es a~ the~ passed to
Su tpen . . . enter on in grim tableau, and
and strode on u t~d Mr: Coldfield's gate
door, carrying~ - e brick walk to the
flo wers
(
is paper cornucopia of
·
page 4 7)
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They waited for him
.
Mr. Coldfield's d
agai~ · · • watching
Wh
h
oor until he emerged
· · ·
en e returned t 0 th
engaged to be mar .
e gate, he was
him. They took h~iedb. · · • they arrested
.
ladies
and ch ' ld im ack to town , wi'th the
watchin
1.
r~n and house niggers
g from behind curtains.
(page 47)
He enters gate, enters door I

he is engaged; he comes out

of door, comes out of gate, and is arrested.

The drama

is obv ious, the repetition is pleasing, the image amusing,
and once more the focal points are doors, accented by
wind ows and gates.

Another step in the design is

completed, in one of the few approaches ending in
acceptance rather than rejection; and Faulkner once more
demonstrates his sense of design.
Two months later, Sutpen and Ellen Coldfield
marry.

After a whole chapter devoted to preparations

which lead up to Ellen's entering the church door in tears
in the pattern of the approach, the only description
Faulkner gives of the ceremony is to say that the church
is almost empty when the party comes into it, and "It
was still empty even after the ceremony started and
concluded" (page 56).

But outside, where "The banquette

before the Church door was a sort of arena lighted by
the smoking torches which the negroes
heads"

held above their

(pag e 56)' Sutpen again takes a stand before a
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d oor -- the c hurch doo r--a phr

ase repeated many times here,

and an apertur e which symbolizes the way of life or the
group tha t t he couple wants to be part of.

Sutpen and

Ell en hav e made their approach to the townspeople by
i nv i t ing th em to the wedding; this incident at the door is
t he townspeople's rejection of their "Central I-AM" and a
r epetition of Sutpen's boyhood experience at the planter's
door, in variation.
The image is a vignette of controlled strength, as
Sutpen again faces danger and protects others.

Mr.

Compson narrates:
What the others saw from the halted carriages
across the street--the bride shrinking into
the shelter of his arm as he drew her behind
him and he standing there, not moving even
after another object . . . struck the hat
from his head, and a third struck him full
in the chest. (page 57)
When Sutpen is away from his own door, the symbol
of his self-worth and pride, his hat serves as substitute.
At the door of the Holston House, on the approach to Mr.
coldfield's, and here before the church door he is in
ak, and his hat is his talisman.
the enemy camp so to Spe
About ten years later, Sutpen and Ellen arrive
door, where sutpen gets revenge
once more at the Church
its treatment of him at the wedding
against the town for
. 1 t "ten o'clock on Sunday
by his arrogant arriva a
.
.
on two wheels up to the very
morning, the carriage racing
sutpen now has wealth and
door t o t he church" (page 24 ) ·
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authority enough to be

a law unto himself, apparently .
The church door, which h
e violates in this way, represents
the town' s united rejection of h"
im, and he insists on
being t aken on his own te
rms, or not at all, never
re t urning after the minister begs
him not to race to
church.
Faulkner inserts another d
t h is point.

Miss Ro

sa

d

rarnatic accent image at

escribes her impression--at age

three--of th e Sutpen family's arrival at church.

She says

it was
my first sight _of the~ which I shall carry to
my grave: a glimpse like the forefront of a
to~nado of t~e ~ar~iage and Ellen's high
w~ite fac~ wi~h 7n it and the two replicas of
~is face in miniature flanking her . . . all
in a thunder and a fury of wildeyed horses
and of galloping and of dust. (page 23)
The frame of the carriage window helps to make an
indelible impression of the emotional moment.
The final image use before Charles Bon comes and
the design falters concerns Sutpen's resumption of Negrofighting, with large numbers of men coming out from town
to watch the spectacle of violence, which takes place in
a barn out of sight of the house.

Rosa describes the

scene as it would be seen by "the two Sutpen faces this
t i me--once on Judith and once on the negro girl beside
ner --looking down through the square entrance to the

L

loft " (pa ge 30) .

The loft entrance frames the faces of

Judith and Cly tie, who are

apparently able to bear the
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spectac l e below: their f ather

f ighting brutally, and for

pleasure, whil e their brother Henry screams and vomits in
reaction t o i t and Ell

1 · •
en P aintively calls for Judith.

It i s a n i nsi ghtful glance into the characters of all the
sutpe ns, and the emotion and drama of th

e scene are

he ightened for the reader, as he looks down through the
l oft entrance "window" along with the two girls.
The corning of his son Bon is an ironic repetition
of Sutpen's own boyhood experience at the planter's door.
In the pattern of the approach Bon and Henry come to
Sutpen's Hundred three times, and the imagined state of
mind of Bon varies with the narrator; for, as Quentin tells
Shreve, "Nobody ever did know if Bon ever knew Sutpen
was his father or not" (page 269)--illustrating Faulkner's
t ypical and deliberate erection of barriers to the
reader's access to the facts.

But all of the narrators'·

accounts variously imagine them to be extremely important
events in Bon's life, and Faulkner builds up the suspense
of Bon's physical approach to the front door of the house,
matching it with the anxiety Bon is presumed to feel as
he thinks about the past and his increasingly complex
relations with the Sutpen family--father, son, and
daughter.
. first
.
t rip
. definitely has an effect on
Their
.
effect
Quentin reports
Sutpen's design--a deva st ating
·
tha t He nr y sa i d,
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'Father this is Ch 1 ,
and knew
th ares and he saw the face
door , just ~s·
at h~ st ~od there at his own
de si ned
he had imagined, planned,
g th' a nd sure enough and after fifty
~~1~~
e forlorn nameless and homeless lost
came to knock at · t
felt and h rd th
. i · • • he must have
.
ea
e design--house, position
bo~i~rity a nd all--come down like it had b~en
ui
out of smoke.
(page 267)
The reader never knows the whole truth about Sutpen;
he merely absorbs what the four narrators say about him.
But Sutpen' s character comes through via episodes and
incidents with apertures which form a composite picture;
almost without exception, these telling incidents involve
Sutpen with doors rather than windows.

This fact makes a

compelling argument that Faulkner considered apertures
versatile images for characterization and verifies the
differing significance which Faulkner assigns to apertures.
A strong, authoritative person has been shown striding
through doors, defending them, and flaunting his disdain
for them.

In the episode above, this American version of

the Greek hero now reveals his tragic flaw--his inability
to iove--through his actions at a door.
As previously noted, Sutpen fails to
h
acknowledge Bon on al 1 tree
Hundred.

Of

his visits to Sutpen's

On the second approach, as Shreve and

nd Bon] rode the
Quentin irnag ine it, "they [ Henry a
.
i' nto the gates and up the drive to
forty miles again,
And this time Sutpen wasn't even there"
the house.
ast time, "Christmas came
(page 239). The third and l
Hundred and this time
and they rode again to sutpen's
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sutpen was not t here agai· n

• • . and Bon knew he had not
expected him to be there" (page 332).
The utter denial
of Bon 's "Central I-AM" by hi's father
is the culmination
of t hree door images in the approach pattern.
Henry chooses Bon over his father that same
Christmas, leaving his home and giving up his birthright.
Faulkner expresses this event in typically oblique style,
through a door image:

"Henry closed the library door for

the last time behind himself" (page 294).
on it, using a window:

He elaborates

"Through the window behind his

father's head," while his father tells him that he and
Bon are brothers,

Henry has seen

the sister and the lover in the garden,
pacing slowly, the sister's head bent
with listening, the lover's head leaned
above it while they paced slowly on in
that rhythm which not the eyes but the
heart marks and calls the beat and measure
for.
(page 295)
Faulkner accents the difference in temperament between
father and son by associating the gentler, more emotional
·
of great beauty and feeling in
Henry with a window-image
this incident , and repeats

1.

t in the next.

In their next meeting four years later in a
tent in Carolina, Henry "stoops through the entrance" and
salutes (page 354).

When his father says, "He cannot

marry her, Henry," he finds himself
.
. father the window above
seeing behind his d'th and Bon strolled
the garden where Ju ~here the heart matches
in that slow rhythm
es need only look
the foot steps and the ey
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at one another.

(page 354)

But when his fa ther tells him of Ban's Negro blood, the
lover - i mage fades and Henry leaves, "stooping through the
entrance again," and thinking "not what he would do, but
wha t he would have to do" (page 354).

Apparently Henry
can accept incest, but not miscegenation.
The significance Faulkner attaches to Henry's
closing the library door and his stooping through the tent
entrance reflects the author's perception of apertures
as logical starting points for action, the quality which
makes them useful in plot progression.

Here they also

signal a change; Henry has determined on new courses of
action in both cases.
These incidents are specifically important as
steps in plot development because they show the cracks
appearing in Sutpen's design; he is forced to goad Henry
into killing Bon in order to preserve the design.

Their

parallelism also helps to unify the structure of the
narrative.
In the tragic climax of the book, Henry kills Bon
at the gate of Sutpen's Hu nd red.

It occurs, symbolically,

outside the gates which represen t the outer limits of
Sutpen's authority, and it comes at the end of the most
suspense-filled approach

to the novel--Bon and Henry's

l ong j ourney home a t the end of the war.
surmises that

Shreve
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maybe they 1 ft
by sid e
e
together and rode side
·
·
·
all
Mississi ·
. the way b ac k to
ppi and right up to that
t.
• . . and maybe w h
ga e.
to help Cl t·
as J?nes was there
the ho
y ie and Judith carry him into
later use and lay h~ on the bed, and
'th · · · [Rosa] finds Judith standing
7~ag~u~S;) tear before the closed door.

The gate represents both the literal and
...
symbolic barrier
to Bon's acceptance by the Sutpen family.

The front door

of the house represents the still-absent Sutpen.

Judith's

door symbolizes the virginity Judith will choose to
preserve, and the deep feeling she carefully represses.
Only as a non-threatening corpse can Bon take a place
behind these forbidden doors, because of the incest he
threatens, the miscegenation he represents.
Faulkner describes the urgency involved in
Sutpen's return from the war in terms of his entering and
exiting quickly (with apertures implied, not named)-through the front door and out the back, in the next stage
of the design he is trying to bolster:
His problem now was haste, passing time,
the need to hurry . . . in that passage
through the house which w~s an unbroken
continuation of the long Journey from
Virginia • . • • (page 278 )
Rosa recoun t s t wO fl.·nal aperture images reflecting
the "indomitable spirit" Of Su tpen, referred to earlier
by Quentin.

In both, he assumes the typically courageous

d
working desperately to
stance before his own thr eshol ·
t J'oin in with other
restore his land, he does no
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landowners , "me n with pistols in
161 ) , and g i ves a definite "N 0

their pockets" (page

11

when a deputation calls,
urgi ng him to join the vigilantes:
He ushered them from
house and stood pl . t~e room and from the
the lamp above his a~~ in t~e door~ay holding
delivered his ultirnatad_w~il7 their spokesman
sut
,
urn. This may be war
pen, and answered 'I
. ,'
(pages 161-62)
'
am used to it.
Rosa goes on to d escri'b e him as "holding intact
that ten-mile square while he faced from the brink of
disaster, invincible and unafraid, what he must have
known would be the final defeat" (page 163).

The word

"brink" corresponds here with "threshold"--the figurative
threshold of Sutpen's Hundred before which Thomas stupen
figuratively takes a heroic stand--his last.
Sutpen's failure to recoup and his subsequent
disillusionment and moral disintegration begin with an
aperture incident involving General Compson, who overhears
Wash and "Kernel" through the open window of Sutpen's
store.

As they drink behind the locked door, they

discuss a very private matter, Sutpen's relationship
with Milly, and Wash's trust in Sutpen's good treatment
of her.

The author permits the reader access to the

situation by involving the open window, while he connotes
ing character, and weakness
Sutpen's d egeneracy, Chang
. sly uncharacteristic seclusion behind
through his previou
·n the extraordinary use pattern of aperture
l oc ked doors, i
i magery .
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Wa sh J ones r

eca

11

s for the reader the slave at

the hammock of the Virginia planter, but he is more.
Since Sutpen has practically no friends, he makes a
c onf i dante of Wash, although a disreputable, clownish one
who must be kept out of sight of the house.

Faulkner

chiefly describes Wash in terms of how close to the Sutpen
house he is allowed to come, and from which direction.
The barriers originally restricting him to the grape
arbo~ gradually change, as Mr. Compson points out:
"Jones .

before '61 had not even been allowed to

approach the front of the house and . . . during the next
four years got no nearer than the kitchen door" (page 183),
and then only to bring game, fish, and vegetables.

In

war-time, with Sutpen away, Clytie is the enforcer.
She tells Wash, "Stop iight there, white man.
· ht were
h
rig
you 1·s .

Stop

You a1· n 1 t never crossed this door

while colonel was here and you ain't going to cross it
now" (page 281).
In later years, as "K erne l's" fortunes go down,
Wash's position in his life goes up.

He is often there

.
t clears the store of customers
when Sutpen, in d isgus ,
they drink until "Kernel" falls
and locks the door; and
commandeers "the first passing
senseless. Then Wash
. up the front
the house and carry h irn
wagon to take him to
. which
aintless formal door
the
P
s t eps and through
" ( ge 184), puts
r him to enter
pa
f
Judi th [ holds] open

°
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sutpen to bed and goes t 0

1
seep
on the floor beside him.

Door and windo

.
w images punctuate Faulkner's
recount ing o f the gruesome killing
of Sutpen by Wash
J ones, pointing up the ambiguity and the ironic parallels
interwoven throughout the episode.

The plot progresses,

and characterizations are drawn through the use of a
variety of aperture image patterns.

Th e positions the

characters take are especially significant; Faulkner has
them entering, exiting, looking at, and isolating themselves as follows:
Sutpen enters Wash's cabin; Wash stays on the
porch, possibly holding the reins of Sutpen's horse.

No

doubt he is proud and happy, since "Kernel" is his hero
and the father of Wash's newly-born great-granddaughter.
Through the open door he hears Sutpen say to Milly on
the floor of the cabin, "Well, Milly, too bad you're not
a mare like Penelope.

Then I could give you a decent

stall in the stable" (page 286).

Wash first feels

disbelief, then rage; and when Sutpen emerges from the
door of the cabin, sees wash and tells him to stand back,
adding "Don, t you touch me" (page 286), Wash quietly
threatens, "I'm going to tech you, Kernel" (page 286 ) ·
then retreats into
Wash kills him with the scythe and
"he[sits] at the window
the cabin where all day long
above the body and the scythe in
where he could look out
tch the road" (page 289). Like
the weeds below, and Wa

the boy Sutpen l ong ago, he d
in the s af e s t place he has.
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·d
eci es what he will do, t here

Whe n t he sheriff's men arrive t d k
...
a
ar , "men who
s e t t he order and the rule of living" (
... ...
page 290), instead
of t r y ing to run away, he first speaks to them quietly
f r om the window, then he kills Milly and the baby, runs
out the door and attacks the men with the scythe, and is
shot.

For the first time in his life Wash Jones faces up

to danger and fights against the odds.

But taking a

stand before his door reveals his insanity, since no one
is left alive inside to protect.

His is a horrible parody

of the old, brave stance of Thomas Sutpen, who "not only
went out to meet his troubles, he sometimes went out and
manufactured them" (page 105).

Wash Jones has not

suddenly become brave; he seeks death through this wild
bravado because of Sutpen's rejection of him (through
Milly and the baby).
It is symbolic that when Sutpen denies Wash's
"Central I-AM" with his brusque insult to Milly, there is
a door between the two men; t h ere always has been; it is
Sutpen's barrier, suddenly become unbearable to Wash.
.
Sutpen's warning
to Was h of "Don't you touch me" sums up
his lifelong attitude to ward others, his lack of inborn
benevolence.
Other facets of the scene link it in ironic
d approach to the white door
contr a s t wi t h Sutpen's boyhoo
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of the Vir g i n ia planter.

The v iew from Wash's window,
lik e the approach to the boy's
"own place" in the woods,
i s the reversal and antithes1.·s
of the approach to the
planter's door, of course; but th1.'s
scene contains a
deeper level of contrast: the decay
and stagnation of the
t
th
poS -war Sou
of the time is symbolized by the stillness
and deterioration of the setting--the old man's dead
body, the rusty scythe, the weedy yard without even a
path, and the small cabin window.
In contrast, their opposite numbers--the lively
young boy, the "niggers with nothing to do all day but
plant flowers" (tools like the scythe, but in good
condition), the well-kept drive, and the impressive white
door of the boyhood scene--represented the vigor and
order of the smooth-running, slave-powered "machine" of
the pre-war South.
Another ironic parallel between Sutpen and Wash
which involves apertures is their destruction of their
own descendents.

wash destroys his with his own hands

inside their own doors,. sutpen 1.·nstigates the death of
one son at the hands of another outside their gate.

This

episode reveals that Faulkner still bounds, separates,
ba l ances, and repeats ape rture images in Absalorn, Absalom!,
just as he did in the early Sartoris episode with Old
Bayard, and still satisfies his readers as he does so.
The final aperture image of the plot and the
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com plete and paradoxical end

to the course of the Sutpen
design is the destruction of Sutpen's Hundred by fire,
leaving only the idiot Jim

Bond as progeny of Thomas
sutpen and evidence of his aspirations.
Aperture imagery
i s connected with the final ru1.·n of the
house through
Rosa's opening of the front door:
~ut the door was not locked; it swung
inward; the blast of heat struck them
. • . the draft created by the open door
seemed to explode like powder among the
flames as the whole lower hall vanished.
(page 37 5)
The boy Thomas Sutpen centers his life-design
around a white and shining plantation house door.

The

man Sutpen opens his own shining white door to Charles
Bon, and realizes that his design has no more substance
than smoke.

Now the door opens for the last time, and

the design literally goes up in smoke--all of this in
accordance with the overall design William Faulkner has
f or Absalorn, Absalorn!, with its meaningful, patterned
details of aperture imagery.

Chapter IV
ROSA AND OTHERS
Clearly, the use of aperture images assists
Faulkner in making Thomas Sutpen

a believable character.
Faulkner also employs the images ff
e ectively in creating
the lesser characters, ashed
emonstrates the truly
remarkable scope and vari'ety o f h'is use of doors, gates,
and windows.
The antithesis present in the Wash/Sutpen
relationship typifies that of other pairs in Absalom,
Absalorn!.

Regarding antithesis, Walter J. Slatoff comments,

"the extent, variety, and intensity of such character
antitheses in Faulkner's works is unusual, and, in some
respects, unique. 1116

Since Faulkner often employs

apertures to define parallels, contrasts, and antitheses
among characters, this chapter explores Slatoff's
statement as it suggests Faulkner's diversified use of
aperture imagery in characterization.
Rosa Coldfield is the best-defined and the
s t rongest-willed character in Absalom, Absalom!, after
Thomas Sutpen; and the author makes the differences

16

Slatof f , Quest for Failur~: A Study
Walter J. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
of Willi am Faulkner
1960) , p . 107.
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betwe e n t hem st 'k •
ri ingly c lea r thr ough thei· r
d issimilar
actions with doors, gates, and
wi nd0ws. The two opening
paragraphs of the book help to
eS t ablish setting, while
at the same time portr .
aying the character of the
s ixty- f i v e- y ear-old spinster
who lives in a house where
a l l t he apertures are closed
while a wistaria vine, the
essence o f beauty, fragrance, and
life, blooms just
ou t side her shuttered windows.

The following aperture images i·n the passage make
telling symbolic comment about h er, as she sits and talks
wi t h the young Quentin Compson from two o'clock until
almost sundown in a
dim hot airless room with the blinds all
closed and fastened for forty-three
summers because when she was a girl
someone had believed that light and moving
air carried heat and that dark was always
cooler . . . . [dust is like] flecks of
dead old dried paint itself blown inward from
the scaling blinds . . . . There was a
wistaria vine blooming for the second time
that summer on a wooden trellis before one
window . . . . There would be the dim
coffin-smelling gloom sweet and over-sweet
with the twice bloomed wistaria. (pages 7-8)
The paragraphs also contain a physical description
of Rosa which does not involve apertures, but the aperture
images alone convey a great deal about her character.

If

one applies the connotations this essay proposes that
Faul kner attributes to apertures, the following
. ght be drawn, based solely upon
conclus i ons about Rosa ml.
the f ew l i n es cited above.
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Cl osed aper t ures and the

long period of time
•
as isolated herself, an action
often f ollowing a rejection.
But Faulkner characterizes
Ro sa as now experiencing a resu rgence of a
long-held,
ov erly-romantic or emotional view o f l'f
i e, since he
commonly connects the qualities of romance and emotion with
indica t e that Miss Rosa h

window images; and here he has referred to the vine in the
window image as "over-sweet" and "twice-blooming."
her attempt to bar "moving air and light,

11

In

Rosa also bars

t he sensual impressions and influences which come in with
them; and since, in Faulkner, Rosa's blinds--like her
windows--are Rosa, shutting them indicates the suppression
of her emotions.

The "coffin-smelling gloom" --the result

of the combined images of over-sweet fragrance and closed
apertures--and the reference to "dead old dried paint"
relate the old woman to her approaching death, since
death is plainly inferred and Rosa is the same as buried
alive.

"Twice-blooming" indicates recurrence of emotion,

and "scaling blinds," long neglect.
The images lead to the conclusions that Miss
Rosa, secluded behind her closed doors and windows through
.bly after a rejection, has
her own choosing and Possl.
. al issue from out of the past.
long neglected an emo t 1.on
t from outside the window have
Wis tar ia bloom and Scen
demotions; and Rosa, aware that s he
arou s ed he r suppresse
by a recurrence of strong
may soon die a nd goaded
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feeling , has been su ff' •
iciently J. ol t d
e out of her isolation
to t a l k to Qu entin about th .
e issue from the past. Here,
Mis s Ro sa demonstrates both
her recalcitrant nature and
her dependence on others by
continuing to close up
apertures in hot weather. 8 h
e does this, not because
she has decided for herself that she
should, but because
as a child she was "doomed to co t
n ~mp 1 ate all human
behav ior through the complex and needless follies of
adults," as Quentin reali'zes.

Long before, "someone" had

believed this was the thi' ng to do, and Rosa, never able
to recognize the "needless follies of adults," or to
learn from experience, simply continues to do so.
The symbolism in the images which characterize
Rosa may be obvious; certainly they are not unique to
Faulkner.

The point of analyzing them is to stress the

apparent closeness in Faulkner's mind between the person
and his doors and windows, and to demonstrate the
variety and appropriateness of aperture imagery to the
portrayal of Faulkner's characters in Absalom, Absalom!.
As previously noted, many of Faulkner's characters are
dramatically divided Or thwarte d people, "doomed" people,
as he often describes them.

Heredity and home

e nvironment are not alone responsible; in Quentin's words,
"bl i nd circumstance and savage event" (page l4)' play
impor tan t parts, too.

The word "dramatic" describes

Faulkner 's l iterary sty 1 e an

d his settings, as well as
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his c haracters.

H
e accentuates the drarnati·c nature of
the nov el by em h ·
p asizing th e changes, division, and
amb igu i ty in the lives of his
characters (and their
diff erences ) , through their differi'ng acti·ons
with doors,
gates, and windows. These ambivalent
apertures may be

literal, figurative, open, closed, locked, or forbidden-any or all.
One of the dominant emotions of Rosa Coldfield is
f ear, which she shows primarily through aperture images.
In Miss Rosa's version of the story, she talks about
Sutpen as an "ogre-shape," and recounts an early
experience: a visit to his house.

There her fear is

triggered by entering the gates, strengthened by crossing
the threshold, and she is in deep fear outside Ellen's
door.

She describes her fear, using the approach pattern

of aperture imagery:
As soon as papa and I entered those gate~
that afternoon and began to go up the drive
toward the house, I could feel it. • • • I
remember yet the utter quiet of that house
when we went in . . . . I only knew, as soon
as papa and r crossed the th~eshold, ~hat he
was not here . . . . I stoo~ Just outside
that quiet door in that quiet upper hall
because I was afraid ~o go away 7~ent~~om
·t
standing motionless besi e
d
~oo; as though trying to mak;Sm~felf blen
with the dark wood.
(pages
t e imagery in
In this passage Faulkner uses aper ur
Mu ch of Rosa's narrative
repetition to promote an effect.
• afraid of Sutpen,
s t riv es f or the effect of fear: she is
and afraid of Clytie all her
afr a i d o f J udith as a child,
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life .

She is afraid of S
utpen's house, afraid to spend,
afraid to d isobey her fath
(
er al th0 ugh she does in secret,
by writ ing poems in praise of
Confederate soldiers). She
is afraid to cross her aunt, f
a raid of love and life. The
paradox of her nature is that she
is also fascinated by
much of what she fears;
d
an sixty years after this Sunday
afternoon incident, she returns to th1.'s
same Sutpen house
(and its closed doors) with Quentin Compson at night, in
spite of her fear.

Quentin correctly senses that she is

not just afraid, but fascinated by what she believes might
be behind the door there.
The labels "self-made," "self-reliant," and "man
of action" describe Sutpen.

He relates chiefly with

doors, and Faulkner shows him making bold approaches to
them, forcing them to open to him, and bravely taking a
stand before them.

Rosa lacks his physical strength and

courage: she is impelled by fear and determination.
Faulkner emphasizes her arbitrary pride by referring
often to the fact that the aunt taught Rosa almost nothing,
then abandoned her.
Both Rosa and sutpen suffer neglect as children;
but he roams freely, far beyond the bounds of the cabin
.
she is over-confined
door his sisters call from, wh 1. 1 e
do to her (with doors and
and must cope with what others
This early coping later forces
gate s ) on a daily basis.
on Rosa, in which she gives
a sor t o f pseudo self-reliance
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the appearance of providing for h
erself, but actually
depend s tot a lly on others. Her typical pattern is the
re tr e at behi nd, as her fo t thr
r yee summers in seclusion
prove.
Three of the novel's narrators--Quentin, his
f ather, and Rosa herself--characterize Rosa as a young

oerson in images which use apertures as barriers; all of
~

them emphasize Rosa's confinement and exclusion.
Quentin's is first:
She seemed to stand, to lurk, behind the
neat picket fence of a small, grimly
middleclass yard or lawn, looking out
upon the whatever ogreworld of that quiet
v illage street. (page 21)
Next Rosa relates
Our aunt and papa were talking and I
came in and my aunt said 'Go out and
play, 1 though even if I could not have
heard through the door at a~l, I could
have repeated the conversation for
them.
(page 25)
Mr. Compson describes Rosa's childhood as having been
passed
in a grim mausoleum air of Puriian
righteousness and outraged femda ed
. .
that age an
vin~ictivenes~ ·1~s; absence of youth
ancient an~ t~e fa Cassandralike
which consiste o
d doors of
nd
list~nin~ bero hci~!~ (page' 60)
lurking in dim
a
sexual
In Rosa's own wor d s , some delicately
son's comment:
.
imager y rephrases Mr. comp
.
the processional
I nstead of accomplishing O f the childhood's
a nd measured mi· 1estones
rehended as t hou gh '
time I lurked, unapp
\

shod with the v ery damp
0 f the womb
rd'
an d velvet silence
no betray i n~ sou~~pl:ced no air, gave off
forbidden door to th rom one closed
e next. (page 145)
Rosa is physically and emotionally
shut off from warm,
human contact in her childh 00d
' reason enough for her
repression and frustration in later
relationships.
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Mr. Coldfield enters Rosa's story, and Faulkner
uses apertures to describe their passing of the war-time,
when Mr. Coldfield's character changes drastically:
She did not see the regiment depart because
her_fa~her forbade her to leave the house
until it was gone . . . . He would not even
allow Miss Rosa to look out the window at
passing soldiers. (page 81)
In a vignette which pictures self-isolation, and
the war-like aspect of religion, Faulkner forms aperture
images (in the extraordinary use pattern) which include
a striking simile.

Mr. Coldfield closes his store and

retreats into it, Mr. Compson tells Quentin.

He and Rosa

live "with the front door locked and the front shutters
closed and fastened" (page 82): all but one, slightly
opened, behind which he spends the day
like a picquet on post, arm 7d no~ with a
musket but with the big family Bible
until a detachment of troops ~ould pass:
whereupon he would open th~ Bible a nd h
• •
h sh loud voice • • · t e
declaim in a ar 01 d violent mysticism which
passages of the
the actual picquet
he had already markh7d a~w of cartridges along
would have ranged is r
t he window sill.
(page 82 )

is store, Mr. Coldfield
After soldiers rob h
.
h ' involves more images
retreats furthe r, to his attic: tis
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i n the extraord inar y u

se cattern: "He nailed the door
t i gh t shut , and threw the hammer
out the window" ( page 82) .
He d ies t here three years
later, finally refusing to eat
t he fo od Rosa has
passed up to him through the attic
wind ow.
Faulkner describes here

a man's complete
disintegration, basing his word picture
almost solely on
apertures.

Mr. Coldfield's "firing" of Bible verses

through the window repeats, in
· variation,
· ·
Sutpen's firing
through the window in Haiti, and illustrates Faulkner's
skill at interrelating these aperture images to
strengthen the novel's structure.
Miss Rosa's spinster aunt (first name never
disclosed) is a minor character continually described in
terms of her aperture-related actions.

She is the

"vindictive female influence" in Rosa's childhood mentioned
by Mr. Compson, and the person responsible for Rosa's
never having "been taught to cook nor taught to do
anything save listen through closed doors" (page 73), and
who, "four years after she had left . . . still seemed to
be just beyond any door with her hand already on th e
knob" (page 70).

Amazingly, this bitter woman elopes

t hrough her bedroom window after years of hating the
.
. le "that principle which had left the
en t i r e male princip ,
60)
This window
aunt a v irg in at thirty-five" (page
·
, application of the
image demon s tr ates again Faulkner 5
\

extraordinar y us e pa t t
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ern to show change 1.· n a

s tat e of mi nd.

character' s

It appears here in its most
common form,
t he su t s ti tution of window
for door.
The aunt's
t
.
mos prominent role 1.·n the novel is
tha t o f promoter of Ellen's wedding.
In a unique
variat i on of the approach pattern,
she does not ask for
rec ognition but demands it, as she"
spent the [wedding]
day going from house to house, the invitation list in her
hand" (page 54) ·

She takes Quentin's grandmother

completely by surprise: "the woman whom she had never
seen before, who came bursting into the house, not to
invite her to a wedding but to dare her not to come, and
t hen rushed out again" (page 54).
Four of Rosa's trips to Sutpen's Hundred are
described in detail in Absalom, Absalom!, and the Sutpen
doors are important in all of them.

At age three, Rosa

is fearful outside Ellen's closed door; at twenty,
rejected and grief-stricken, she is barred from entering
Judith's locked door, beyond which Bon lies dead; at
sixty-five, she demonstrates "implacable determination"
(page 365) to get inside the Sutpen front door.
t he dying Henry behind his

U nlocked

She finds

door and returns later

with help for him, opening the Sutpen door for the final
t ime--on engulfing flames.
t begins with the appearance
Rosa's second trip Ou
Their tragi-comic
of Was h J on es on a mule at her gate.

approach to Sutpen 's Hundred is
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a parody of Bon and
He nry 's approac h earlier the same
day which ends in Henry's
ki l ling Bon. These incidents typify the antithesis and the
varied r epetition which dem

t
ons rate Faulkner's sense of

design a nd continually unify the narrative structure.
Although she and Wash make a ludicrous approach--their
appearance and conversation are comic in contrast with the
tragic overtones of the earlier one--Miss Rosa is less of
a comic figure here than Wash; when pushed to the extreme
she is capable of acting aggressively, as she does at the
gate, the focal point of the incident:
Twelve miles toward that I rode, beside an
animal who could stand in the street and
bellow placidly . . . but who could not
permit himself to force the mule which drew
us beyond a walk because . . . 'hit ain't
had a decent bait of vittles since the corn
give out in February': who, turning into
the actual gate at last, must stop_th 7 mule
and, pointing with the whip and spitting
first say 'Hit was right yonder'--'What
was right there, fool?' I er ied, and h7:
'Hit was' until I took the whip from him
into my own hand and struck the mule.
(page 135)
When she arrives at the house, Rosa encounters
.
then Judith--in the
two strong women--firS t Clytie,
presence of tragedy.

Faulkner dramatically shows the

reaction of each of the

three through a series of images

f the women 's physical placement
the . ·1arities between the
in the house, and accent
simi
. contrast with Rosa,
black and the white half-siS t ers in
a theme in which doors
blood"
is
1
t he ou tsider. "corranuna

which form a triang 1 e

0

ar e open between f
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·1

y members and closed against
ou tsiders. Ro sa uses the
expression t wo times during the
course of the following incident,· it ; s
~
exemplified in the
calm c l o seness of Clytie and Judith, as
contrasted with
t he frantic movement of Rosa between
the front door and
Judith's d oor upstairs.
am1.

Rosa continues the story of her approach and
entrance.

It is framed in a triangle of images, and

interspersed regularly with others.
~nd I running out of the bright afternoon,
into the thunderous silence of that brooding
house where I could see nothing at first
then gradually the face, th~ Sutpen face . . .
the same sphinx face she had been born with,
which had looked down from the loft that
night beside Judith's and which she still
wears now at seventy-four . . . she was not
looking at me but through me, apparently
still musing upon the open door's serene
rectangle which I had broken. (pages 136-37)
Clytie then bars Rosa's way on the stairs, laying
her hand on Rosa's arm; but Rosa rushes on upstairs to
find "Judith standing before the closed door to that
chamber . . . 'Yes Rosa?' she said 11
says of Ju.di th,

11

[I

J found

(

page

14 2) •

Rosa

her standing before that

c lo sed door which I was not to enter" (page lSO) ·

The

.
bout the fleeing murderer,
distraught Rosa fantasizes a
·n an effort to ward off reality:
her nephew Henry, i
?
I self-mesmered fool,
What did I ex~ect.
~cting--what? Henry
come twelve miles e;~om some door which
perhaps, to emerg7 hand on the knob, the
knew his touch, his
·11 which knew
• f
t on a si
wei ght of his 00 to emerge and say
t hat we ig ht: Henry
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'Wh
. I
y , its Aunt Rosa· Wk
Ro sa; Wake up?'
( ' a e up, Aunt
·
page 141)
Ro sa's ref
erence to Henry's touch on the knob,
door , and sill reinf
orces the evidence that Faulkner's
mind turned quite naturally to
the door as symbol for
the man, and that he takes for
granted the close

relationship between a man and his door.

In their role
as an access, apertures are the means for Henry to
II

emerge"--to come back.

Door, knob, and sill are

interchangeable images iterated three times by the author,
indicating that aperture images are more fitting to his
subtle style than any more obvious synecdoche for
"house."

Through Rosa's words Faulkner has created a

picture of a normal world with everything as it should
be; and it centers around the door, the knob, the sill,
and the man who should be there.
Faulkner demonstrates the versatility of aperture
imagery through Rosa's repeated descriptions of the
finality and grief broug h t a bou t bY the murder of Bon.
Apertures appear.;n three different roles: the open door,
11
"threshold"; the window, "sheet O f g 1 ass; and the closed
door, "clap-to," •;n the following figurative uses:
f fer from bu,t the
It is not the blo~ we ~~i-climax of it,
tedious repercussive a to clear away from
the rubbishy aftermhai~ of despair. (page
off the very thres 0
150)

th'ngs which happen to us
There are some . 1
and the senses
which the intelligence
h'ch stop us dead
occurrences w i
refuse . • ·

a s t hough by some .
l ike a sheet of lllnpalpable intervention
watch all subse g ass through which we
,
(page 151)
quent events transpire.
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No, there had been n
merely the sharp andof~hot. That sound was
door between us and 1tnal clap-to of a
th at was, all that
might have been
( a
·
page 158)
When Sutpen denies Ro

, "
sa s Central I-AM" with his
conditional proposal in which event 1
•
ua marriage depends
on her bearing of a son, she is stunned past reason and
reacts by retreating behind her door.

During her

forty-three-year isolation she becomes a pauper existing
on the kindness of others.

Her arbitrary pride shows in

her eccentric behavior, as she refuses to admit to her
actual situation and tries to "deny she even breathes"
(page 302).

She opens her door briefly to take in food

left on her doorstep (the closest she allows the world to
come) and watches "from behind the curtains of a window"
(page 212) while a boy she has hired but cannot pay rakes
her yard.

Paradoxically, Rosa's self-erected barriers

(her literal and figurative doors·) serve only to
emphasize the "dependence on others" which characterizes
her.
.
open of the "paintless formal
Judi th' s ho ld ing
father shows her in
door" for wash Jones and her drunken
'ch chiefly characterizes her:
the action with doors wh 1
the front door of
the symbolic gesture of holding open
. g admission and acceptance to
Sutpen's Hundred, gran t in
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those appro aching, at th
pride .

The reader f

e cost to her of

l

pain or lost

ee s that Judith does this in
exp iation for her father's repudiation of
Charles Bon and
her brother's murder of him--th.
e1.r refusal to admit Bon
through the gates and into the family.
Faulkner frequently
refers to Judith as a widow who has been
neither bride
nor wife; and her adult life 1· s
a series of sacrifies for
others, told in patterned repetitions of
this significant
gesture.

The gesture epitomizes Shreve's analysis of

Judi th as she reacts to Bon' s "gallant and elegant and
automatic" attitude toward her.

He describes her as

"bludgeoned once more by disappointment but still unbowed"
(page 333).

. l

Judith holds the door open first for the dead Bon;
then for her drunken father and Wash; then for Milly, who
needs a dress made; next for the corpse of her father;
then for the Octaroon and Etienne. Her final holding open
of the door, fifteen years later for the fevered ~tienne
Bon

is the ironic finale of her life, since it leads to

· d'isease.
her own death from his

The paradox and divisions

which shape people's lives are sharply drawn by Faulkner
d'th
Unlike
i n these aperture-related actions O f J u 1 •
reflect injurious childhood
Rosa's aperture-actions whic h
from the "blind circumstance
neglect, Judith's result more
•
d by Quentin. In
(page
14)
ment1.one
and savag e event"
life, the world,
their ro l e as an access, doors open onto
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and other people · but f
,
or Judith they are
not an access
t o happiness . When Que t ·
n in hears how she
dies, he thinks,
"Yes .
. too much, too long" (
page 210).
Cly tie and Judith are almost
like two sides of the
same coin; they are two variations on
a Sutpen model: one
black, one white. Clyt ·
ie takes arbitrary pride in the

car r ying out of Sutpen barriers
f amily as far as she is able.
Judith's acquiescence.

d ·
.
. .
'an in ma1nta1n1ng the
Her defiance contrasts with

She understands what Rosa calls the

"devious intricate channels of decorous ord ering" (page
139 ) --the barriers of caste and color--and she intends to
see them carried out, as in her dictate to Wash Jones,
"Stop right there, white man" (page 281).

Sometimes this

means doing things she considers degrading, such as
permitting entrance to Wash, or serving the Octaroon for
a week, carrying trays to her door "as Judith made her"
(page 194).

She must admit Judge Benbow through the door

of Sutpen's Hundred, although he has paid her beloved
Etienne to go away (but not until after she "came to the
door and looked full and steadily at his face")

(page 204 ) ·

Like her father, Clytie's typical aperture usage pattern
i s the t aking of a stand at an aperture, but in her own
father rides out after learning
When Quentin's grand
. "lo 0 ked down at him from
of Etienne's yellow fever, Clytie
d him 'they didn't need
one of the upper windows and tol
a week, Judith is dead.
(pag
e
210);
but
within
nothing . ' "

way .
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Clytie ma intains

Sutpen "communal blood" by
,
ens Hundred to
Thomas Sutpen's
heirs , and by barring it t 0
.
outsiders. In later years
t hese heirs include Jim Bond
d
an Henry; before them ,
she
admits Jim Bond's father, Etienne Bon ,
for whom she
goes alone to New Orleans.
Faulkner employs an aperture
image in describing Etienne's arrival:
opening the door of Sutp

[He] ~rossed that strange threshold
that irrevocable demarcation, not l~d,
not dr~gged, but driven and herded by that
stern implacable
,
, presence • • • Wh'l.C h
cared for him with that curious blend of
savageness and pity, of yearning and
hatred.
(pages 197-98)
(The last line is a typically Faulknerian expression of
paradox.)
For Clytie, the door to Sutpen's Hundred is the
symbol for the Family, and belonging to this family gives
meaning to her presence on earth.

The paradoxical presence

of both the black and the white in Clytie shows in her
desire to maintain Thomas Sutpen's barriers, through
either defensive defiance or prideful and deliberate
subjugation of herself.
Etienne Bon deliberately crosses forbidden
,
oarriers:
Negro thresholds as he gets into fights he
flaunts his black
cannot win and white thresholds as he
In an extreme variation on
wife and his own light skin.
t he approach pattern, he
and apparently flung
rode up to th7 house_ Judith's face with
t he wedding license in

something of that . . .
w~ich he had attac~~~i~~~ble despair with
dice g ame.
(page 205 )
negroes in the
His " invinc i b l e despair" equates
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with Clytie's "fierce

inexorable spurious humility" (

page 19 9) as a means of
demonstrating awareness of their
cruelly divided status
in the social structure and as a
protest against the
re j ection inherent in their situation.
Symbolically (and
t ypically) they either cross forbidden thresholds (Etienne),
or pointedly refuse to cross them (Clytie).
Like their sisters, Clytie and Judith, the
brothers, Henry and Bon, are paired and contrasted throughout
the novel.

They are opposites in almost every way; and

Faulkner makes their differences clear in the following
architectural images which apply to the two young men
and their backgrounds, and serve to introduce the next
series of aperture images.

The first concerns Henry,

this grim humorless yokel out of a granite
heritage where even the hous~s, ~et alone
clothing and conduct, are ~ui~t in the
image of a jealous and sadistic Jehovah.
(page 109)
The second refers to New Orleans, and in Faulkner's subtle
way, to Bon: "-- the architecture a little curious, a
little femininely flamboyant and therefore to Henry
opulent, sensuous, sinful" (page llO).
Faulkner furthe
ser i es of door, gate, a

r emphasizes their difference in a
nd window images (referred to in

.
tion of New or l ean s as
Chap t er I I) , which describe a sec
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Henry s ee s i t . Henry i s b
ot h fascinated
.f
and repelled by
t he wa y Of 1 i e t hese aperture
s represent ' Just
·
as he is
h
by B on, w om h e both loves and
resents. The paradoxical
na ture of apertures seem
s particularly re 1evant here in
r eprese nting Henry's di vi'd ed feelings.
Henry sees and

describes
a trap, a riding horse st
.
closed and curiousl
an~ing before a
neighborhood a litti m~nastic doorway in a
sinister . . . . (pag: 1~~fdent, even a little
a facade shuttered and blank dr
.
.
steamy morning sunlight . '
owsing in
with something of secret ainndvecste~ . . .
·
·
urious and
unimaginable
delights · · • . a wa 11
1
unsca able, a_gat7 ponderously locked
• • • a lacelike iron grilling
(page 112)
· · ·
[Henry] being carried by the friend, the
mentor, through one of those inscrutable and
uriously lifeless doorways . . . and so
7i~to
a place which to his puritan's provincial
mind all of morality was upside down and all
of honor perished • . . . (page 114)
Quentin and Shreve make up another contrasted
pair.

Harv ey Breit writes of Quentin's role in the novel

that he "is made by Faulkner to be an embodiment of the
presentness of the past." 17

Their differing actions and

reactions with the window in their Harvard room reflect
t he basic differences in their personalities: Shreve's
i s a physical action, Quentin's an emotional reaction.
Str i pped to the waist in the winter cold, Shreve takes

.t
"Introduction," Absalom, Absalom!
Harvey Brei ,
)
vi i
(New York : The Modern Library, 1 951 'P·
·
17

deep -breathing exerc ises inf
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ront of the window and makes
f air ly ob j ectiv e comments about
Quentin's s t ory of Rosa,
sutpen , et al.
Quentin, deeply disturbed
by conflicting
emoti ons about his Southern heritage
and about himself,
shivers uncontrollably while h
e st ares at the window from
his bed, recounting the past and reflecting about the
present.
Like those concerning Henry, many of the aperture
images concerning Quentin have emotional overtones; they
usually involve either windows or the concept of the
forbidden door.

In the following passage Faulkner subtly

reveals the incestuous feelings common to both Henry and
Quentin through door images accenting this aspect of the
theme of "communal blood."
But Quentin was not listening, because
there was also something which he too could
not pass--that door • . . the white girl
in her underthings • . . as the door crashed
in and the brother stood there . . . the
pistol still hanging against his fla~k: the
two of them, brother and si~ter, curiously
l"k
if the difference in sex ha~ ~erely
a 1 e as the common bl oo d to a terrific, an )
sharpened
almost unbearable similarity.
. (page 172
•
ry to connect The
Faulkner uses aperture image
Absalom! in this
Sound and the Fury with ~A~b~s~a~l~o~m~,__:.~--incident which strongly suggeS t s Quentin's own emotions
about Caddy.

In an essay on language patterns in

"word moti' f s. II
Faulkner, Florence Leaver comments on
words "sister,"
She notes that Quentin uses th e
;n his one-hundred
"honey s uc k l e, " and "water" man Y times ...
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page section of the book (Th
e
Sound
d
- --..:.-=-=~~a:!2n~!t~h~e~F~uE_r'i_v)
th a t he uses the word "door" t
L
' and
wenty-five times. Leaver
attaches symbolic sig nificance
to this group of words
which she s ay s "embody the •
incest theme, the too-sweet
honey s uckle memories , an d t he compulsion
to death by
II 18
water .

Fau l kner also links the two novels

through Quentin's

emotional encounter with the d ·
ying Henry, and another
f orbidden door. Quentin recalls h'
•
is night
trip with
Rosa to Sutpen's Hundred when
he w~lked down that upper hall between the
scaling walls and beneath the cracked
ceiling, toward the faint light which fell
outward from the last door and paused there,
saying, 'No, No' and then 'Only I must.
I have to.'
Quentin's pause before the "last door"--death?--and his
apparently involuntary comment hint of another forbidden
door: his own "last door"--death by suicide.

He obviously

identifies with Henry, who also loved his sister.
Faulkner demonstrates resourcefulness as a writer
by his wide and varied employment of aperture images in
characterization.

His sense of design shows in his use

of parallel and contrasting door, gate, and wi nd ow images.
• • t 1 help to create the
I n addi ti on, apertures de f ini e Y
character antitheses noted by Slatoff.
P inciple and Power,"
18 "Faulkner: The word a~ ~958, rpt. in Frederick
South Atlanti c Quar t erly, Autum 'd
William Faulkner:
J. Hoffman and Olga _W: ~ick~~~~teL!~~ing: Michigan State
Three Decades of Cr i ticism
207
Uni versity Press , 1 960 ) , P·
·

Chapter v
CONCLUSION
Relevant ap er t ure images in

quantity and variety

giv e evidence of William Faulkner's
Yoknapatawpha series.

use of them in his
He ma k es them function

effectively but unobtrusively

d
, an, in the case of Absalom,

Absalom!, applies them appropriately at every level: plot,
theme, setting, effect, and characterization, as well as
structure.

After a study of the images, they seem more

than ever to have evolved through a process of natural
selection, in that t~ey have characters that help them
become adapted to their specific environment.
But close reading of the text of Absalom,
Absalom! points out a need for further explanation of
their use in this complex work.

The adaptability of these

images to aspects of Southern life, plus Faulkner's
own Southern heritage and his sensitivity to architecture
and to paradox, cannot entirely account for the scope of
their usage in Absalom, Absalom!; and although th e
he chapter I of this
conclusions stated at the end Of t
image-study qualify as valid, they do not entirely
suffice.

The rather

that these images are

general conclusions given there state
peculiarly appropriate to Absalom,

Absalom ! ; and that Faulkn

er's full exploitation of them
76
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at many level s of the work h .
eightens interest
and drama
uni f ies the novel , and dern
'
.
onstrates the author's command
of patterned detail within an
overall design. Perhaps
they are too general; a more detailed
analysis of their
specific usage in Absalom, Absalom! follows.

A review of the t

ex

t

reveals some given conditions

of form and content not heretofore stressed, which
Faulkner establishes for himself in the novel.

They

concern its total effect, and they form limits within
which he worked.

These conditions affect the selection of

devices to be used in telling his story (including images
of apertures), whether or not he consciously planned and
selected them in advance.

They lead to some further

conclusions concerning aperture usage in Absalorn, Absalorn!.
Briefly, these governing conditions are the use in the
novel of observed action; the lack of warmth in Sutpen and
in his household; and the importance in the novel of pride,
paradox, and pattern.
In Conrad Aiken's essay on Faulkner cited earlier,
"The Novel as Form," he writes that the form of Absalorn,
Absalom! is "really circular--t h ere is no beginning and no
ending properly speaking, a nd therefore no logical point
this theory he concludes
of entrance." After enlarging on
. s "circular form" to force the
that Faulkner Uses thl.
cannot win) of trying to
reader into a game (which he
and "tru th"
, since "what is
distinguish between "l ege nd"
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' r eal ' . . . from one po i nt of

view, turns out to be
II
, unreal ' from another
d
' an that the
reader must "just
s ubm it and f ollow the circling
of the auth ors
' interest"
.
(page 51 ) .
Aiken's comm

t
en ary leads to the f'
irst of the
"given co nditions" not d
e above: Faulkner's use of
ob s er v ed action in Absalom, Absalom!.
takes no note of observed action, hi' s
emphasizes the necessity for it.

Although Aiken
conclusion

Observed (or observable)

ac t ion is necessary because all the narrators are
outsiders to the Sutpen household, and are therefore
unreliable.

Even Rosa is an outsider.

Although Rosa has

contact with the family as a child, and later lives at
Sutpen's Hundred for a year, she is never accepted as
be i ng of "communal blood," and much is kept from her.
Many of the events the narrators relate are told to them,
not witnessed by them.

The reader must sort out

information he accumulates from them; is it fiction or
fact?

Faulkner

does indeed play a game with the reader,

but he keeps carefully within his own rules by diligently
interspersing the opinions i conjectures, a nd
exaggerations of the narrators with actions which are
ver i fiable because they are observable by th e more
ture s in doing so.
objectiv e general public. He uses apera
ors logical starting and
He obviously fi nd s do
t·on of a character, often
ending points fo r t he observa 1
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picking him up as he exits

from a door ,
and dropping him
when he e nters one , since no
narrator is
present inside
(behind the aperture) to giv
ea factual report.
An exit
from a door provide s opportunity
for anyone nearby to see
the character and observe h '
.
is actions·' the reader can
accept these actions, at least
, as fact. Sutpen's call
II
on the Coldf ields while the cornrnitte 11
•
e waits at the gate
provides a typical example.
Similar rules for the
to windows.

11

gam

e

11

•

with the reader apply

A character appears in a window and looks

out on a particular scene.

H'is manner or appearance can

then be "legitimately" described, as well as the scene he
watches, and the description accepted by the reader as
factual, as in the case of Judith and Clytie looking down
through the loft entrance, observable by all below.
The conclusion is reached that apertures continually
provide for the alert reader

II

logical points of entrance"

(to use Aiken's phrase) to the facts of Absalom, Absalom!
by presenting opportunities for observed actions, which

preserve the veracity of the author's narrative technique.
A second condition Faulkner establishes for
himself in the novel, and within which he muS t work, is
the lack of love and warmth in Sutpen's nature a

nd

a

Cleanth Brooks has
corresponding lack in his home.
· t y, II and
"monstrous
inhumani
commented that Sutpen has
t destroys the world about
"an aggr essive innocence tha

19
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Some of Sutpen, s act .
ions with
apertures prove the
truth of the fir st statement;
the second app11·es
in part
to his home and f amily.
it•"

Doors, gates, and windows are
fitting symbols for
Ab s alom, Absalom! because of the lack

of a warm, human
fam ily-center; there is no heart-of-th h
e- ouse for Sutpen's
Hund red. Just as Sutpen formulated his d .
es1gn motivated
by the influence of his brief experience wi'th
a person
who was no more than a passing stranger--the Virginia

Planter--rather than by the influence of a 1oving family,
so it is in his own home, his own family.

For sutpen's

Hundred Faulkner has no images of kitchen or hearth,
parlor or porch, which are the sources of human comfort
and contact in other Faulknerian families.

The reader

agrees with the author in the conclusion that only
apertures which open to the impersonal, uncaring, and
chance influences and involvements of the world passing
by just beyond them are fitting symbols for life as it
is lived in the Sutpen house.
The final "condition 11 consi· sts of the three basic
concerns of Faulkner in this novel; they form an
alliterative series: pride, paradox, an

of topics difficult to over-emphasize.

19

k

d pattern--a trio
Pride and

I

"American 'Innocence
Cleanth Broo s,
~
Joy (New York:
Fit zgerald and Faulkner," Shaping
1971) , pp . 193 , 194.

in James,
Harcourt,

I

I
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Paradox prove to be t he t wo f undamental
subjects of
Absa lom , Absalom !, with eac h taking many
forms; and
attern
,
based
on
repetition
.
P
, is the pred ominating
.
feature of its structure. The read
er concludes that no
obj ects ot her than doors, gates
d .
, an windows could more
satis f actorily symbolize the prid
d
e an paradox in the
nove l , and that Faulkner's use of th
.
ese images in various
patterns contributes to its intricate but sound

structure.
Some of the door, gate, and window images
Faulkner uses are mundane; but accretion, even of the
mundane, is convincing and impressive in its accumulated
array of patterned use.

The conclusion can be made that

the sheer numbers of aperture images justify the thesis
statement.

But dramatic, significant, or interestingly

obscure uses are also present; they intersperse the
more ordinary incidents, highlighting and validating
them.

Both quantity and quality of image usage are

important; in Absalom, Absalom!, they are equal.
·
abound concerning
Facile, mistaken conclusions
sed solely on his
t he private life of an author, ba
final conclusion that
writing; but one must make t h e
.
f the significance of
Fau l kner's ingrained conception°
l'f
He refers
1
doors was basic to his total view of
e.
door and back door of
to sex and death as "the front
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Soldier s' p
20
th e world " in - ----.:::...._..:._:a~i_;
and in
a line from As I
Dyi ng , he has Add ie
Y
~
- speak of her
utter lack of
f eeling for An se, describing him as a
"significant shape,
profoundly wi thout life like
an empty door-frame" (page
465 ) . Conv ersel y , Faulkner must
see the person framed

-

by an aperture as the profoundly eloquent expression of

the very essence of life.
Faulkner's wife, Estelle, once

reported in a

published statement that
t~ere are times when Billy will go into
his workroom and stay for hours. He
hasn't any key, so he takes the door knob
off and carries it with him. No one can
get in and he is quite secure.21
Just as in the "game" Conrad Aiken describes
between Faulkner and the reader of his complex novel, the
reader wonders (but will never know) if Faulkner, behind
his own closed door, was influenced by contemplating the
doorknob on his desk as he wrote of doors and other
apertures in Absalom, Absalom!.

•
, p
(New York: Boni
20 william Faulkner, Soldier~k
~y l954) p. 295.
and Liveright, 1926; R. William Fau ne'
'
erviewed by Marshall
2l"Mrs William Faulkner Int
b
30 rpt. in
•
. • t r Novem er
,
.
J. Smith (1931) " Press-Scimi a '
t
eds
Lion in
'
· hael Millga e,
., 26 1962
J ames B. Meriwether and ~ic illiam Faulkner, 19 ~he Garden: Interviews with W
26 .
(New Yor k: Random House, 19 68 )' P·
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